Bedford Police Department
Annual Town Report Submission
2020

John J. Bryfonski, Chief of Police
I am pleased to present the following Annual Report that summarizes the
accomplishments and achievements of your Bedford Police Department working to keep
everyone who lives, work and visits Bedford safe and secure during 2020.
As we are all painfully aware, 2020 presented significant challenges for public safety
and all our residents. As January 1, 2020 dawned none of us anticipated we would face
a global pandemic that added new terms to the American lexicon such as “COVID”,
“novel coronavirus”, “social distancing”, “protected exposure”, “unprotected exposure”,
“PPE”, “PCR Tests”, “Rapid Test”, “antigen”, “remote learning” and many others. None
of us anticipated that in a short few weeks after the new year, we would be in the throes
of a state of emergency with all, but essential businesses and services shuttered. We
found ourselves under significant challenges to find everything from masks to “handywipes” and cleaning materials let alone basic essentials in our grocery stores that we took
for granted but had now disappeared from the shelves.
The Bedford Police Department was required, literally overnight, to find a way to
continue to provide the same public safety services and level of protection you have come
to enjoy under the most trying and difficult circumstances of a global pandemic.
As the disease spread at lightening speed across the northeast US, we saw significant
impact in Massachusetts and New York where the disease was most profound in the early
months of the pandemic. As our medical professionals sought to learn how to fight the
disease, thousands of people were dying as the call went out for more respirators and
hospital beds. Quarantine sites were established, and provisions were made by our
Department along with our partners to share resources in the event a department was
crippled by the disease.
We quickly learned the legal authority for and how, if necessary, to enforce public health
orders, isolation orders and quarantine orders. We needed to become educated on the
legal authority for and how to enforce the Governor’s emergency orders if that became
necessary. Alternatively, the Bedford Police Department developed and deployed a
strategy that relied upon engagement, education and encouragement rather than
enforcement of emergency and executive orders and we found our strategy worked
exceedingly well with only a few instances later in the year where enforcement was
required after we exhausted every means to engage, educate and encourage compliance
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with public health, emergency and executive orders issued by the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) and the Governor.
The Department devised and deployed a number of new “Special Orders” designed to
adapt our operations to meet the challenges of providing public safety services during a
raging global pandemic. We had to consider whether our traditional focus on customer
service and community engagement needed to change in order to protect the public we
serve as well as the health and safety of our employees.
First came special orders that provided guidance, direction, and protocols to the
Department in order to safely, legally, and appropriately address public health orders
issued by DHHS as well as the executive and emergency orders issued by the Governor.
Second, we needed to adapt our operations to ensure the health and safety of our
residents, all those who our personnel would come in contact and our employees. As a
result, we developed new protocols for addressing lower priority calls for service through
telephonic contact rather than face-to-face contact yet preserving the option for officers to
respond when necessary or when requested. We altered our procedures in the
Communications Center (ComCenter) to ensure lower priority calls for service were
properly identified and classified for telephonic response instead of our usual in-person
response. This required our telecommunicators to obtain additional information and
provide that to our officers. Changes were made to ensure our telecommunicators in the
ComCenter obtained critical health information on all calls for service for both Fire/EMS
and Police to alert first-responders to the threat posed by the disease on any call where it
was determined, likely or possible that the disease was or could be present. We
developed new “language” to transmit critical health information to first responders
without compromising protected health information of patients while at the same time
protecting first-responders.
Next, we altered how officers responded to high priority calls for service where an “inperson” response was required. We first had to re-evaluate which calls for service fit that
category (high priority/in-person response) in a pandemic as opposed to which calls could
be properly handled through telephonic contact. In high-priority/in-person response calls
for service first-responders needed to know when to “suit-up” with masks, gloves, gowns,
goggles and in the case of our officers, full body “tyvex” protection gear, which was in
critical short supply early on. Then, we developed the specific procedures to be followed
for lower priority telephonic response calls for service to ensure cases were handled
properly. For example, we developed protocols and guidance for ensuring proper
identification of individuals when handling a call by telephone and how to obtain and
document statements taken over the phone.
The Public Safety Complex was “closed to the public” yet we had to remain “open and
accessible” for those who needed a safe refuge when contacting police 24/7/365 and yes,
we still needed to conduct in-person interviews in the station for important cases while
keeping our employees and staff healthy. While the inner lobby was closed the outer
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lobby remained open to the public with increased signage and more options to contact
staff via the lobby telephone.
Internally, we had to develop new procedures to conduct pre-shift roll call meetings while
“social distancing”; we altered maximum room occupancy loads where possible while
recognizing the Police Department is operating in less than one-half the space required
for the number of employees we have on board. In pre-pandemic conditions we have
been operating with multiple employees sharing one small office space but, under
pandemic conditions, we needed to maintain some distance to ensure employee health,
which is a difficult challenge. We had to develop pre-shift health screening procedures
for all employees that required pre-shift temperature checks and answering health related
questions to identify employees presenting possible COVID related symptoms, For
example, infra-red thermometers were in critical short supply but, we were able to
“borrow” units from another police department until we were able to secure our own
(some months later).
We instituted rigid disinfecting and cleaning procedures for all shared equipment
including pre and post shift disinfecting of all cruiser cockpits, controls, and equipment
as well as all shared computer equipment and furniture. We “locked down” the
ComCenter to limit our employee’s exposure in an effort to preserve their health as they
are absolutely critical for the delivery of public safety service for every Fire/EMS and
Police call for service starts in the ComCenter. Of note, all the health screening and
disinfecting/cleaning procedures put in place in 2020 continue.
As schools, non-essential businesses, bars, and restaurants shuttered and remote work
from home increased exponentially traffic, which is normally a steep challenge for us as a
“commuter town”, diminished significantly. Yet, while motor vehicle traffic volume
declined (about 26% nationally) bicycle and pedestrian traffic increased. Unfortunately,
we also observed a sharp increase in speed on our highways, roads, and streets largely a
result of diminished volume. While the pandemic continued to rage, we still needed to
ensure motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians were safe; therefore, we increased our already
sharp focus toward those violations that would cause personal injury; specifically, speed.
So, while traffic volume declined you will see later on in the report that our summonses
actually increased reflecting our commitment to highway safety even in a global
pandemic. The number of motor vehicle warnings decreased as our officers limited
public contact for health reasons while still issuing tickets for egregious violations.
As the year progressed, predictably with better weather and more opportunities to be
outdoors, the number of COVID cases and hospitalizations declined, giving us all a false
sense of security. We gradually returned to “somewhat normal” operations rolling back
some of our more rigid operational procedures to allow for more in-person responses by
our officers and a return to the high level of proactive anti-crime and motor vehicle patrol
activity. However, we continued many “COVID” related procedures in the ComCenter
as well as operational health screening, disinfection, and operational protections.
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After several months of “dodging the COVID bullet” the Department was struck with a
COVID “cluster” outbreak in August with four (4) employees that tested “positive” for
COVID and several more in quarantine pending test results. The outbreak was contained
and later attributed to an employee who was exposed as a result of military duty
exacerbated by failure to follow the health procedures in place mandating social
distancing and masks during shift change. As a result, additional changes were made to
ensure our health screening procedures were rigidly enforced. Thankfully, none of our
employees or their families suffered severe or life-threatening symptoms from exposure.
With the assistance of our colleagues at the Fire Department, all employees from all
departments working at the public safety complex were tested over a period of two (2)
weeks to ensure we had the cluster outbreak contained; a stark “wake up.”
As the Bedford Police Department adapted to the pandemic so too did those who
continue to flaunt the law. The opioid crisis, taking a backseat to COVID, still continues
albeit with slight declines in overdose deaths but still presenting as a public safety and
law enforcement priority. With non-essential businesses closed, those who normally
supported themselves through property crime such as shoplifting shifted to thefts from
motor vehicles and other property related larceny crimes causing the Department to shift
operational focus. The numbers of cases that involved persons in crisis such as substance
abuse, domestic violence and mental health related crisis calls increased.
Then tragedy struck again, this time in Minneapolis with the death of Mr. George Floyd
that ignited the nation with protests and unrest related to the use of force by police.
While the protests in Bedford were small and peaceful the public’s concern regarding
how law enforcement executes its mission did not go unnoticed by our Department.
While we were already well into the process of attaining national accreditation, we went
back to re-examine many of our policies and procedures to ensure they emphasized the
sanctity of life and prohibited the use of methods such as choke-holds and others when
officers respond to resistance. We re-evaluated our robust training program to ensure we
emphasized de-escalation techniques and included bias training for all sworn personnel
and scheduled additional training that began in 2020 and will continue into 2021.
The Bedford Police Department has earned a reputation for being a community
oriented/community policing focused department with many programs designed to
interact with all segments of our population. The pandemic literally stripped the gears in
our community policing machine making our programs impossible to safely deliver
during the health crisis. We were forced to postpone and then cancel our highly
acclaimed citizen police academy and many other programs throughout the year.
However, we leveraged our social media platforms to fill the gap where possible with an
increase in the number of public service videos and even live Facebook. We continue to
reach out to our residents via social media to educate and keep our residents,
business/retail partners and others informed of the latest issues and trends as best as we
can under the circumstances.
In the face of national unrest and protests regarding law enforcement, the Department
released a short but, powerful video showcasing the diversity of our Department and
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giving you an insight into why these men and women have devoted themselves to public
service. The video is pinned to our Facebook page and I encourage everyone to view it
because it transmits the unrehearsed motivation of our employees and that simply is to
serve you; the people; to help people on their worst and best days; to be there for you
when you need us; watch at
https://www.facebook.com/321426571238389/videos/280702999678674 .
The most important “take-away” from this annual report may not be the exceptional
success of the Department in reducing and solving crime or increasing highway safety
but perhaps the ability of our Department to improvise, adapt and overcome even during
a global pandemic to continue to provide the best possible public safety services and
ensure the safety and security of everyone in Bedford 24/7/365.
As you review the data contained in our 2020 Annual Report keep in mind the pandemic
and its impact influenced virtually every facet of our work including crime, highway
safety, harm reduction and community engagement. Some of the impact will be positive
in terms of harm reduction from fewer accidents and certain types of crimes while others
increased.
You will note dramatic reductions in personal injury related accidents, which is our focus
metric yet a decrease in the number of arrests for operating a vehicle while intoxicated or
impaired; likely due to the time when bars and restaurants that dispense alcoholic
beverages were closed.
Low crime as well as increased safety and security on our highways, roads and streets
combine to provide the highest level of safety and security for everyone in Bedford and
evince the successful harm reduction strategy of the Department even during a pandemic.
Achievements in crime and harm reduction typically do not occur in the short term or
without a clear vision for the efficient and effective delivery of public safety services
along with focused strategies, goals and objectives complemented by rigorous
accountability and responsibility practices and procedures integrated with performance
metrics.
Our vision, mission statement, goals and objectives, processes, and procedures,
continually reviewed, refined, and adapted to new challenges form the core of the
Department, which produced continuous improvement in performance and the results
contained in this report.
Notwithstanding the challenges imposed by the pandemic, the Department achieved
outstanding results in harm reduction through proactive directed patrols, intensive traffic
enforcement, and aggressive criminal investigations that made Bedford one of the safest
communities in the State of New Hampshire in 2020.
Crimes Against Property:
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Burglary: The end of year summary for burglaries revealed no residential burglaries
during 2020 while we suffered a total of five (5) commercial burglaries, which is one (1)
less commercial burglary than 2019 (6).
Of note, all five (5) commercial burglaries have been solved by arrest for a 100%
solvability/clearance rate. Intensive investigation by the Patrol Operations Division
resulted in the identification and arrests of all five (5) subjects responsible for these
burglaries (River Glen Clubhouse Mail Room (2-subjects arrested); Bethany Covenant
Church outbuildings (2-burglaries by the same subject), Grenon’s (vacant) and Walmart
(vacant) committed by the same two (2) subjects).
The Patrol Operations Division identified the same two (2) subjects wanted for the
burglary of the vacant Grenon’s building, 276 Route 101 that occurred on September 25,
2020, as the subjects responsible for the burglary of the vacant Walmart structure. As
previously reported, the same two (2) subjects identified and wanted for the Grenon’s
burglary were connected to an attempted burglary at Iron Horse Drive in September. The
subjects responsible for these crimes were seeking to strip copper from vacant structures.
Patrol Operations Division Officer Whitney S. Mansfield was the case officer for the
investigation into the Grenon’s and Walmart burglaries and was responsible for
developing the information that identified the two (2) subjects responsible for the
Grenon’s and Walmart burglaries. Additional investigation by Officer Mansfield led to
sufficient evidence to support arrest warrants charging both subjects with burglary and
other crimes.
In addition to the River Glen Clubhouse Mailroom, Grenon’s and Walmart burglaries
there were two (2) previously reported “commercial” burglaries of two (2) out-buildings
at the Bethany Covenant Church perpetrated by the same subject who was subsequently
identified and arrested by the Patrol Operations Division. The five (5) total burglaries in
2020 (all commercial) compares with six (6) completed burglaries (two (2) residential
and four (4) commercial) through October of 2019 for a net decrease of one (1) burglary.
It is important to note the subjects responsible for all five (5) commercial burglaries have
been identified and arrested, which is a remarkable clearance rate. However, all the
subjects arrested have since been released with three (3) subjects having re-offended
while on release from a previous crime in Bedford. One of the defendants who was
arrested in connection with several property crimes in Bedford and Manchester as well as
the two (2) commercial burglaries at Bethany Covenant Church, was recently arrested
again for breach of bail. Additionally, Detective James G. McMillen assisted the Milford
Police Department in locating the same subject, which led to the recovery of items
allegedly stolen by the same subject while free on bail.
The extraordinary efforts by our officers and detectives, which led to the identification
and arrest of subjects responsible for crime in Bedford is diminished and diluted by a
criminal justice system that fails to take into account and consider the victimization
caused by so-called bail reform. These cases and others involve subjects who are
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arrested for stealing property, oftentimes the tools and necessities used by tradespersons
to earn a living, that disrupts their ability to work. Yet, the persons responsible for these
crimes are continually allowed to re-offend with impunity. While these are not violent
crimes, they do constitute crimes with real victims who are in many cases severely
impacted yet the persons responsible are not held accountable by the judiciary.
Additional reforms by way of legislation that further narrows and defines what
constitutes patterns of criminal behavior that precludes immediate release by a bail
commissioner is overdue. Your police department is doing a remarkable job in
preventing and deterring crime and an even more remarkable job in holding those
responsible for crime accountable. It is a travesty to allow those efforts to be diminished
by allowing certain defendants to be released leading to more crime and victimization
and a diminished quality of life for the Granite State.
While even one (1) burglary is too many, the five (5) commercial burglaries in 2020
favorably compares to the nine (9) burglaries in 2019 and the 13 burglaries recorded in
2017, the 12 burglaries in 2016; 15 in 2015 and the 27 burglaries recorded in 2014.
The feeling of safety and security in one’s home or business is paramount for our
residents and to have that sanctity violated undermines the quality of life for any resident.
The Department will continue to focus our proactive policing efforts to thwart both
residential and commercial burglary and achieve the level of safety and security for our
residents and business owners they deserve and desire.
Thefts from Motor Vehicles: The Department investigated a total of 39 thefts from motor
vehicles during 2020; a sharp 70% increase in this category of property crime during
2020 compared to 2019 (23 v. 39/+16).
All but one (1) of the thefts from motor vehicles last year occurred when the vehicle
was left unlocked and unattended. Despite social media campaigns and other efforts,
many residents and visitors still choose to leave their vehicles unlocked and unattended
with valuables in plain view making this crime of opportunity lucrative and relatively
easy for thieves who operate on foot during the early morning hours of darkness;
sometimes operating in groups of two (2) or more from motor vehicles that canvas our
neighborhoods.
This crime of opportunity has increased not only in Bedford but in surrounding
communities as well. As noted above, evidence suggests most of those responsible for
thefts from motor vehicles are persons suffering from a substance use disorder who
shifted their attention away from shoplifting as a means to support their addictive
lifestyle to thefts from motor vehicles (see 46% reduction in willful concealment). The
impact of the pandemic also influenced this shift due to the closure of retail businesses
and the reduction in foot traffic in the stores after reopening. The other factor that may
have influenced this shift is the dramatic increase in the number of residents working
from home, which reduced the opportunity for daytime burglaries and theft of other
property.
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The Patrol Operations Division, principally the midnight shift, focuses their attention
during their early morning hour patrols to combat thefts from motor vehicles; however,
persons on foot have an advantage during darkness and are easily concealed from our
patrols as they approach in a vehicle. Despite the difficult nature of detecting this type of
property crime, the Patrol Operations Division was successful in the identification of
several subjects involved in thefts from motor vehicle and have warrants for their arrest.
We will continue our social media campaign “Lock It or Lose It” as well as our efforts to
thwart thefts from motor vehicles through focused patrol activity.
Willful Concealment/Shoplifting: The Department realized an overall pandemic
influenced 46% reduction in shoplifting cases this year (76 v. 41/-35) as well as
exceptional success in the identification and arrests of many subjects responsible for
stealing property of significant value from our retail partners.
Other Larceny Crime: Despite the surge in larceny/theft cases in December, we still
finished the year with an overall 21% reduction in other types of property/larceny crime
compared to 2019 (124 v. 98/-26).
Included in the12 “other larceny/theft” investigations opened in December are two (2)
stolen motor vehicles, which is highly unusual for Bedford; two (2) thefts of automotive
catalytic converters; and copper wire stolen from Eversource company vehicles parked at
their station on Bellemore Drive.
Notably, both stolen motor vehicles were left unlocked, unattended with the key fob
inside the vehicle. A recent New York Times article indicated that while stolen motor
vehicles plummeted by more than 50% since 1991, largely due to key fob technology;
thefts have increased as people began leaving their fobs sitting in their cup holders.
Forgotten fobs and keyless technology have contributed to soaring stolen car cases, which
has struck home here in Bedford.
Again, excellent work by the Patrol Operations Division linked the stolen motor vehicles
from Bedford to a gang operating out of Methuen/Lawrence, MA responsible for
numerous stolen vehicles in southern NH and MA. Both stolen vehicles from Bedford
were recovered; one in New York City.
The theft of catalytic converters from automobiles (part of the exhaust system that
converts harmful emissions to less harmful gases) once a common property crime fell by
the wayside until a recent surge in thefts throughout NH. The converters contain precious
metals, which are sold at salvage yards for about $30 each, are quickly removed by thieves
using cordless saws that enables completion of the crime in just a few minutes. Typical
catalytic converter thieves are also substance abusers who use the cash obtained to support
their drug addiction. Both catalytic converters were removed from vehicles in the
employee parking lot at Whole Foods. The Patrol Operations Division conducted discrete
surveillance of the parking lot and was able to identify and arrest the subject responsible
for the catalytic converter thefts.
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Robbery: The Department recorded no robberies in 2020; down from three (3)
robberies in 2019.
In summary, despite the increase in thefts from motor vehicles, by comparison to
previous years, the Department was able to hold the line on property crime in 2020,
which remains much lower when compared to prior years. The key to success in
thwarting property crime is the ability of the Department to project pro-active crime
suppression patrols; projecting an omnipresent visible deterrent throughout Bedford;
diligent and focused anti-crime initiatives and the cooperation of our residents in
reporting suspicious activity and taking common sense steps to prevent crime such as
locking their homes and vehicles as well as participating in our vacant property check
program.
Crimes Against Persons:
During 2020 we observed and achieved reductions in all categories of crimes against
persons.
Domestic/Family Assaults/Calls for Service: The Department responded to and
investigated 100 domestic related assaults/calls for service in 2020 for an overall scant
3.8% reduction in domestic/family disputes compared to 2019 (104). Despite the
increase in work-from-home and residential learning and the pandemic influenced family
stressors, the rate of domestic assault/family crisis calls for service remained relatively
stable. As you may know, domestic/family violence calls for service are resource
intensive due to citizen and officer life safety concerns and the documentation
requirements associated with these cases and resultant investigations. For example,
virtually all active domestic calls for service require a two (2) officer response, which
represents 50% of our patrol shift when fully staffed, as well as our patrol supervisor.
Many of these investigations are lengthy and involve arrests as well as mandatory threat
assessments. Additionally, many domestic/family in crisis calls for service also result in
follow-up visits from our Department crisis intervention team (CIT) to ensure we’re
doing everything we can to provide the necessary resources and referrals to victims and
families in need.
Sexual Assaults and Sex Related Crime: Assaults classified as “sexual assaults” which
also include all cases that involve the illegal possession/dissemination of illicit images of
juveniles reflected a sharp 50% reduction in 2020 compared to 2019 (18 v. 9/-9). All of
the sexual assault cases opened in 2020 involved subjects known or acquainted with each
other. The Detective Division investigated several serious sexual assault investigations
during 2020 that resulted in the arrests or pending indictments of the subjects allegedly
responsible; thus, a reflection of the excellent work by our detectives in connection with
these important cases.
Simple (low level) Assaults: The next classification of crimes against persons, “simple
assaults”, which are minor assaults that do not result in serious injury reflected a sharp
67% decrease compared to 2020 (65 v. 21/-44) and the 55 assaults recorded in 2018.
These "simple" assaults usually arise out of personal disagreements between known
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parties or altercations at establishments that serve alcohol that result in some minor
contact or injury and is not a category of crime that is easily influenced or subject to
preventative measures by law enforcement. We attribute the reduction in simple assaults
during 2020 to the closure of bars and restaurants that dispense alcoholic beverages as
well as the reduction in occupancy load after re-opening.
Serious Assaults: In other more serious assault cases (1st and 2nd Degree Assaults) the
Department recorded a total of four (4) such serious assaults in 2020, which compares to
five (5) in 2019 and six (6) serious assaults in 2018.
In summary, we observed a satisfactory reduction in crimes against persons as with
property crime during 2020. While crimes against persons is difficult to “defend against”
using proactive patrol; the primary tool that is available to us, the Department’s Crisis
Intervention Team (CIT) comprised of officers who, along with their routine patrol
duties, follow up on cases that involve families/persons in crisis work to address the
underlying factors that contribute to many crimes against persons.
Crisis Intervention Team: The Department crisis intervention team (CIT) addressed a
total of 76 referral cases during 2020 compared to 46 cases for 2019 (46 v. 76 /+30)
representing a sharp 65% increase. A majority of the cases our CIT handled last year
involved mental health/suicide followed by families/persons in crisis and the remainder
related to domestic violence and substance abuse. During 2021 all sworn members of the
Department will receive additional training to improve our overall performance when
addressing persons/families in crisis.
Miscellaneous Crime:
This category of crime includes the sub-classifications of criminal mischief, disorderly
conduct, fraud, and harassment.
Criminal Mischief: The Department achieved a 17% reduction in criminal mischief
crime during 2020 when compared to 2019 (70 v. 58/-12). The Department anticipated
the possibility of an increase in criminal mischief inasmuch as school was either out of
session or in hybrid learning thus, providing additional free time by young people who
are disproportionately represented in these crimes.
Disorderly Conduct: Calls for service to address incidents of disorderly conduct
remained flat in a year-to-year comparison from 2019 to 2020 (150 v. 156/+6).
Harassment: Investigations related to harassment also remained relatively stable year-toyear with a slight reduction of two (2) calls (21 v. 19/-2).
Fraud: Fraud investigations declined by 35% when compared to 2019 (79 v. 51/-28);
many of these investigations involve significant resources from our Detective Division
due to their complexity and connection with various financial institutions and bureaus.
Drug Investigations:
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The Department opened 88 drug investigations/cases during 2020: 26 fewer cases than
2019 for an overall 23% reduction in drug cases/arrests (114 v. 88/-26).
A breakdown of the types of drugs encountered in Bedford during 2020:
o Marijuana 60%
o Methamphetamine/Amphetamine: 16%
o Heroin/Fentanyl: 12%
o Prescription Drugs: 7%
o Unknown Substance: 3%
o Cocaine/cocaine—base: 2%
Predictably, the majority of cases (60%) involved marijuana/cannabis; however, despite
the popular belief that cannabis is not harmful, when looking at scientific data we find a
proven connection between chronic cannabis use and opioid abuse (heroin); a significant
increase in traffic fatalities in states where cannabis is commercialized and direct
connections between cannabis use and a host of medical and behavioral disorders
including psychosis and most recently the American Heart Association linked cannabis
use to increases in sudden death, strokes and heart attacks. Cannabis use by pregnant
women (who are targeted by commercialized cannabis companies) results in neo-natal
disorders including lower birth weight and neo-natal neurological disturbances. In every
state where cannabis use has been commercialized, the chronic use of cannabis leading
to addiction disorder, principally among young adults, has increased. Most alarming is
the fact that cannabis is the most prevalent drug found in completed teen suicides in
Colorado where cannabis is found more frequently in teen suicides than alcohol.
Unpredictably, rather than having heroin/fentanyl as the second-most encountered drug
we find methamphetamine taking up “second place.” The Department is closely
monitoring drug trends locally, regionally, and nationally, which all predict a substantial
increase in Mexican-sourced high-quality methamphetamine in NH. For example, the
US Postal Inspection Service seized more than 35 pounds of methamphetamine sent to
NH via the US mail alone last year. We know from experience that where there is a
substantial demand for methamphetamine, we see corresponding increases in domestic
violence related cases, child abuse and violent crime. The subject involved in the nearfatal shooting of a NH State Trooper in 2020 was allegedly involved in
methamphetamine use/trafficking. Therefore, it will be incredibly important for NH law
enforcement to work more closely and deploy new strategies and operations to address
the influx of methamphetamine in our state before it becomes widely available and used,
which will surely manifest in significant collateral damage by way of domestic violence,
child abuse and violent crimes. Toward this end, the Chief of Police was asked by the
Commissioner, Department of Safety to participate in a high-level conference with
Federal, state, county, and local law enforcement leaders to assist in the development of
a statewide methamphetamine strategy. If successful, this new strategy should also bear
fruit in our efforts to stem the tide of heroin/fentanyl flowing into NH each day.
Tragically, we reported the first fatal drug overdose of the year occurred during
December 2020 for a year-end total of seven (7) drug overdoses in 2020 of which six (6)
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were non-fatal. The seven (7) overdose cases this year (1-fatal) compares to seven (7)
overdoses during 2019 of which, three (3) resulted in fatalities. In a year-to-year-to-year
summary, we reported one (1) fatal overdose in 2017, three (3) fatal overdoses in 2018
and 2019 with one (1) fatal overdose in 2020.
Looking at the national and statewide status of drug overdoses, the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) reports more than 81,000 drug overdose deaths in the United States
during 2020 up from 70,980 overdose deaths in 2019.
Putting the drug overdose death situation in perspective we compare 81,000 drug related
deaths in the US in 2020, to the 58,220 US military fatalities during the entire Vietnam
war; the death toll for Ebola on the continent of Africa at 11,310; to the number of US
military fatalities in both Iraq and Afghanistan over 10 years at 7,013 and the 6,603 US
service members lost on D-Day. So, to put the enormity of the drug and substance abuse
problem in the US into clear focus, more lives were lost to drug overdoses in the United
States during 2020 than all the combined losses of US service members during the
Vietnam war, Iraq, Afghanistan and D-Day combined.
Closer to home, here in NH we find some improvement when compared to the dismal
data for the entire US for we find a predicted drug overdose death toll in NH for 2020 at
390, which is compared to the 415 overdose deaths in NH during 2019 for a projected
scant 6% reduction from 2019 to 2020. The 6% reduction in drug overdose deaths
during 2020 combined with the 12% reduction from 2018 to 2019 gives us a combined
18% combined two (2) year reduction in NH drug overdose fatalities. Yet, at a projected
rate of 390 fatalities for 2020, the death toll in NH due to drug overdoses remains 139%
higher than 2012 when 163 drug deaths were recorded signaling the start of the drug
epidemic in the Granite State.
Despite the reduction in overdose deaths in NH, here in Bedford our officers and
detectives became involved in more significant, higher level sale, distribution, and
trafficking of controlled drug cases during 2020 than before.
Crime Summary: Our mission is to assure the safety and security of Bedford and to make
it the best place in New Hampshire to live, work, conduct business and enjoy life. While
the Bedford Police Department achieved outstanding success during 2020 in maintaining
low levels of crime and harm, we also strive to ensure residents and visitors feel safe and
secure.
As our community sits astride the largest city in the state and at the crossroads of major
interstate and connector routes, we are continually challenged in many ways to achieve
this mission. From increased local and regional commercial and residential expansion
that exacerbates traffic congestion and commuter travel to spill-over crime, we are
cognizant these issues impact the quality of life and so we are aggressively addressing
these concerns in a multi-layered, all-hazards approach that relies on statistics, data,
performance metrics, accountability, responsibility and a community-based approach as
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well as our optimally trained and dedicated force to achieve our mission to protect and
serve 24/7/365 - with Bravery –Professionalism-Dedication.
Patrol Operations Division:
The Bedford Police Department’s Patrol Operations Division, the largest component of
the agency and the primary operational element for the delivery of police services to the
public, is responsible for not only answering calls for service from you, the public, but it
is also charged with our principal mission of preventing and deterring crime and harm.
Additionally, we call upon Patrol Operations Division officers to investigate crime and
collisions as well as perform community policing related missions and other collateral
duties such as the Crisis Intervention Team as well as a number of others including but
not limited to training, traffic accident reconstruction investigations, etc. To accomplish
these goals, the Patrol Operations Division relies upon the best-trained, dedicated, and
professional cadre of police officers anywhere.
Highway Safety and Patrol: Preventative and deterrent proactive patrol remains the
cornerstone of the Division’s mission to address both crime and highway safety in
Bedford. The utilization of data-driven analytics combined with community-based
policing, aggressive investigation, and our performance measurement program
(COMP/Stat) afforded the surgical application of resources to address both crime and
highway safety related issues. By using data analytics and directed highway patrols
augmented by overtime patrols funded through the Department’s participation in the
Department of Public Safety’s Highway Safety Grant Program, the Patrol Operations
Division significantly improved highway safety in 2020. [Note: The Department issued
a new directive in August 2019 that eliminated the requirement for lengthy accident
reports when little or no damage and no personal injury was involved. This may have
affected the total number of accidents reflected in the data. The Department also
improved our data collection to identify the numbers of operators/passengers who
sustained personal injuries to improve data accuracy since this is our primary traffic
safety metric.]
It is important to note the pandemic significantly impacted highway data inasmuch as the
shuttering of businesses, schools and the dramatic increase in remote work-from-home
led to a significant reduction in traffic volume during the incipient months of the
pandemic.
The Department investigated a total of 297 qualifying collisions during 2020, which is
compared to the 553 accidents reported during 2019 representing a 46% reduction in
collisions (553 v. 297/-256). The Department attributes a portion of the reduction in
collisions to the pandemic-influenced 26% reduction in traffic/miles driven in 2020 as
reported by the National Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the change in
Department policy that obviates the need for an investigation report when no or only
minor damage is reported.
We find our five (5) year average of persons injured in motor vehicle collisions (20162020) at 52. In 2020 we confirmed a total of 26 personal injuries related to motor vehicle
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accidents that occurred during 2020, which is a substantial reduction from the 57
injuries reported during 2019 for an overall significant 54% reduction in personal
injuries sustained in 2020 accidents compared to 2019 (57 v. 26/-31).
The number of crashes that involved personal injury were reduced by 37% (54 v. 34/-20).
As previously reported, the key metric we focus on to evaluate the performance of our
highway safety enforcement efforts is the number of personal injuries and the number of
accidents that involved personal injury.
Patrol Operations Division officer(s) issued 3,601 summons during 2020 representing a
9.4% increase despite the pandemic induced reduction in traffic volume (3,290 v.
3,601/+311) while warnings declined year to year by 16% (6,733 v. 5,625/-1,108). The
reduction in warnings and overall stops is largely attributed to the reduction in traffic
volume and changes in patrol operations caused by the pandemic.
Looking with a focus on the number-1 cause of all motor vehicle accidents in Bedford,
distracted driving (Hands-Free Violations) we find a year-to year 33% increase in
arrests for distracted driving compared to 2019 (528 v. 704/+176) with another 154
warnings issued for distracted driving in 2020 for a total of 858 citations/warnings issued
for this offense last year compared to the 741 total number of citations/warnings issued
during 2019.
The pandemic induced closure of bars and restaurants that dispense alcoholic beverages
resulted in a 43% reduction in DWI arrests this year (129 v. 74/-55). Motor vehicle
complaints received by the Department also declined 2019-2020 from 684 down to 523 (161) representing a 24% reduction in hazardous operation complaints investigated
during 2020.
Despite a dramatic reduction in traffic volume during the early stages of the pandemic,
our Patrol Operations Division officers focused on those traffic violations we know are
the primary causal factors for personal injury collisions (speed, signal violations,
distracted driving). During 2020, Patrol Operations Division officers conducted 9,352
motor vehicle stops that resulted in 3,601 citations with a summons to warning ratio of
37%.
The Department also competed for and obtained more than $24,000 in grant funding to
support our intensive traffic enforcement program during 2020. These extra patrols
allowed officers to focus their efforts strictly on specific traffic safety enforcement during
their grant-funded assignments. Many of these grant-funded patrols were date/time as
well as problem-specific allowing us to address those violations known to impact
highway safety. Our sustained success in this grant program is based upon our datadriven enforcement and performance measurement systems. All of our highway and
traffic enforcement programs are designed to surgically apply our limited resources to
achieve the greatest impact making the highways, roads, and streets in Bedford safe for
all.
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The Department’s Technical Accident Reconstruction Team conducted three (3)
extensive collision investigations including a fatal bicycle/pedestrian accident.
Additionally, the investigations conducted by the Technical Accident Reconstruction
Team into the two (2) fatal collisions that occurred in 2019 resulted in the
arrest/indictment of both operators. The operators involved in the two (2) fatal collisions
in 2019 were allegedly impaired by cannabis. As you may know, NH has no empirical or
scientific standard for impairment by cannabis/marijuana, yet, many continue to support
its commercialization, which will surely contribute to additional carnage on our highways
and roads as it has in locations where it already has been legalized. Our Technical
Accident Reconstruction Unit, led by Sergeant (SGT) Robert G. Lavoie, are experts in
the many complex disciplines necessary to fully investigate, reconstruct and investigate
all serious bodily injury and fatal collisions.
The continued overall reduction in crime and harm coupled with the sustained increase in
motor vehicle enforcement and proactive officer-initiated activity exemplifies the
dedication and professionalism of the Patrol Operations Division’s officers and
supervisors. To achieve these results necessitates greater effort and increased efficiency
when confronted with additional calls for service.
Officer Initiated Activity: During 2020, officer-initiated activity increased by 24% for
an additional 8,526 officer-initiated actions. This key metric measures proactive public
safety action taken by our Patrol Operations Division officers and detectives. Motor
vehicle stops related to operation that we know contributes to collisions as well as stops
related to suspicious activity and potential crime combine to achieve the overall impact of
public safety operations. The focus on proactive, officer initiated, patrols as well as
intense focus on performance metrics contributed to the success achieved by the Patrol
Operations Division in keeping criminal activity at the lowest levels seen in history while
simultaneously increasing traffic enforcement in 2020.
Other Patrol Operations Division Achievements: Other notable achievements by the
Patrol Operations Division during 2020 included the arrest of all the subjects alleged to
have committed the five (5) commercial burglaries for a 100% clearance by arrest rate.
An armed felon who absconded from a home invasion in Manchester was observed in
Bedford resulting in a multi-agency manhunt coordinated by the Patrol Operations
Division whose officers eventually located and took the subject into custody without
incident.
Patrol Operations Division officers were also successful in arresting several other
subjects involved in active thefts of property, significant drug trafficking crimes some of
which involved armed drug traffickers, and a barricaded subject involved in a domestic
2nd degree assault with an edged weapon.
During 2020 Patrol Operations Division officers, supported in some cases by detectives,
conducted 16 death and four (4) suicide investigations; some of these cases required
extensive investigation.
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Looking at other important areas where public safety service is provided by Patrol
Operations Division officers, we saw an 11% reduction in suspicious person/vehicle calls
last year (1,049 v. 934/-115); an 8% increase in civil stand-by calls (89 v. 96/+7); a 57%
increase in assist fire calls for service (82 v. 129/+47); a 28% increase in assist citizen
calls (449 v. 575/+126) and a 6% increase in assist other police department calls for
service (191 v. 202/+11). However, in another pandemic influenced metric we saw a
dramatic 18% reduction in alarm calls for service last year compared to 2019 (1,355 v.
1,108/-247).
During 2020 the Patrol Operations Division deployed the Department’s integrated bodyworn camera/in-cruiser evidence solution. This platform, manufactured by the industry
leader, Axon, integrates a body-worn camera (BWC) with cameras installed in every line
cruiser along with audio/video in the “sally” port, booking/detention facility, and
interview rooms in the station. This integrated cloud-based digital evidence solution
provides audio/video evidence of all law enforcement functions except non-law
enforcement “care-taking” activities and those other exceptions provided by NH state
law. All officers are equipped with a BWC and are required to deploy and activate the
system in all situations that involve official law enforcement activity. Our standard
operating procedure (SOP) that governs the deployment and use of the integrated
BWC/in-cruiser evidence solution strictly follows NH law. An audio/video record of all
Bedford Police law enforcement activity and contacts are made and automatically stored
in a digitally encrypted cloud-based secure evidence application. We now have
audio/video evidence from the moment an officer arrives on scene all the way through to
arrest, transportation to the police station, booking, detention and release. In some cases,
when a cruiser’s emergency equipment is activated, the BWC and in-cruiser cameras are
automatically activated while the officer is travelling to a call.
In an era where accountability and transparency in law enforcement is critical, our
integrated BWC/in-cruiser camera provides critical information and evidence that will be
used to support criminal investigations, review officer interactions with the public,
improve training and resolve citizen complaints. The first phase of the project was
completed in March 2020 with the deployment of BWCs to officers followed by the
installation of equipment in cruisers and finally the installation of equipment in the
sallyport, booking/detention and interview areas. The evidence obtained from this
platform has already proven itself in several critical investigations and helped resolve
citizen complaints.
Patrol Operations Division Officers Michael B. Heikkila and Joseph A. Palmariello
successfully completed a very difficult and rigorous course of instruction and became
certified “motor” officers who are qualified to deploy the Department’s Harley-Davidson
Police Motorcycle. The motor unit is exceedingly productive and essential to our
intensive traffic enforcement program with its nimble agility to safely navigate traffic,
roads, street(s), and intersections during traffic enforcement where traditional cruisers are
hampered. The motor unit is an effective community policing tool often generating many
positive public contacts when deployed.
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These are but a few examples of the remarkable work and achievements accomplished by
the Patrol Operations Division each day and night in Bedford during 2020 in providing
the very best public safety services, security as well as harm reduction and proactive
data-driven visible patrols to achieve the results outlined above. This requires a highly
motivated and trained workforce that is ready to face any challenge to the safety and
security of our residents and visitors, which is combined with the best tools, practices,
policies, procedures and industry-leading strategies that minimizes liability exposure for
the best return on every tax dollar invested in the Bedford Police Department.
Detective Division:
The Detective Division is a key element in our strategy to ensure the safety and security
of our residents and visitors. From the aggressive investigations of 49 criminal violations
of felony and misdemeanor crime in 2020 as well as the prosecution by our Police
Prosecutor, William G. Thornton, a member of the NH Bar Association, who is
responsible for representing the Department and you, our residents, in presenting those
cases before the District Court in Merrimack as well as presenting felony cases for
indictment in Superior Court to the work of our two (2) School Resource Officers
(SROs), who accounted for a combined total of 39 investigations initiated at a Bedford
school campus.
During 2020, the Detective Division conducted two (2) death investigations; one
involved an arson/suicide and the second case was ultimately ruled a suicide after
investigation by detectives and the Office of the Medical Examiner.
The Detective Division conducted 10 sexual assault investigations during 2020
comprising more than 900 hours of investigative effort. One significant investigation
culminated in criminal charges filed against the subject in both Federal District Court and
NH Superior Court, that required more than 400-hours of investigative resources not
including supervisory and management review hours. The Detective Division also
continued work on sexual assault investigations and prosecutions initiated in 2019 that
required additional effort in 2020.
During 2020, the Detective Division expended more than 500 hours of investigative
resources on the most serious “Part-I” crimes; more than 1,300 hours on “Part-II” felony
and misdemeanor crimes and more than 1,200 hours on general investigations
(background investigations, search and arrest warrants, sex offender registration, death
investigations, assist other agency, etc.).
The Detective Division also supported Department training efforts during 2020 with
more than 980 hours invested in conducting scenario-based training, including deescalation and bias training as well as investigative training for Department members.
More than 600 hours were invested in administrative efforts in support of Department
investigations including the Department’s evidence/property programs and resources
related to laboratory analysis.
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In summary, during 2020 Part-1 and Part-II crimes comprised 57% of the division’s cases
while 43% of the division’s cases were in the general investigation category.
Approximately 88% of the division’s investigative hours were allocated to Part-I and
Part-II crime cases with 22% of our investigative hours were allocated toward general
investigation cases.
The Bedford Police Department provides a drug “drop-box” in our police station lobby
and we also participate in the US Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA’s) drug takeback program. During 2020, the Department recovered and disposed of 436 pounds of
unused and unwanted prescription medications before they could be diverted to improper
use.
The Detective Division is also responsible for conducting full-field background
investigations of all candidates for employment by the Bedford Police Department.
During 2020, detectives expended more than 980 hours of investigative resources
conducting pre-employment background investigations.
Detective Lieutenant (LT) Michael K. Griswold, Detective Division Commander,
announced his planned retirement after more than 29 years of service with the
Department. LT Griswold has led the Detective Division for more than 11-years with
uncompromising dedication, professionalism and focus on investigative quality and
seeking truth and justice for victims of crime. Detective Sergeant (D/SGT) Michael J.
Monahan was promoted to Detective Lieutenant filling the vacancy created by LT
Griswold’s retirement. In addition to LT Griswold’s announced retirement, the Detective
Division’s Legal Assistant of many years, Ms. Edna Gerrans, also retired on December
31, 2020. During 2020 Field Training Officer (FTO) James G. McMillen was promoted
to Detective to fill the vacancy created by the retirement of Detective Matthew Fleming
in 2019.
We also acknowledge Detective Kevin K. Sutter’s outstanding work on the DEA Task
Force to reduce the supply of illicit drugs in our community. During 2020 Detective
Sutter’s efforts resulted in the indictment of a subject responsible for the distribution of
controlled drugs that led to the death of another person. He assisted the Department in a
number of important drug trafficking investigations including a fatal drug overdose death
investigation and the investigation of a subject distributing controlled drugs from the
Country Inn & Suites while in possession of a firearm. Detective Sutter was also
involved in investigations that resulted in the arrests of subjects allegedly responsible for
the distribution of heroin, fentanyl, and methamphetamine in our area as well as a
trafficking organization responsible for the distribution of cocaine in NH.
Detective Sergeant Michael J. Monahan supervised the Division’s criminal investigations
and took the lead in many cases and investigations as well as providing scenario-based
training, de-escalation, and tactical training for the Department during 2020. Detective
Sergeant Monahan, who will be taking over as Detective Division Commander on
February 1, 2021, is a qualified forensic polygraph examiner who conducts all
Department investigative and pre-employment polygraph examinations. He is an expert
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child forensic interviewer and crime scene analyst amongst many other investigative
qualifications and disciplines; he is also a qualified FAA public safety drone operator.
The Detective Division is also responsible for the administration of our highly successful
School Resource Officer program at the Bedford High School/Middle School (SRO
Krause) and McKelvie Intermediate School/Elementary Schools (SRO Nightingale). The
impressive results obtained from our SROs is difficult to quantify inasmuch as they play
a key part as role models for students in K-12 as well as obtain and act on information
that results in crisis intervention(s) or solves juvenile related crime, sometimes before its
ever reported. As noted above, our SROs initiated 39 criminal investigations in 2020. It
takes a special kind of police officer to be an effective SRO and we are pleased to report
our SROs fit the bill and provide the very best public safety services to our students,
parents and staff while providing a visible uniformed law enforcement presence on
school campus in an age where school violence is so prevalent in the US.
In December 2020, SRO Nightingale was promoted to Sergeant, Patrol Operations
Division creating an SRO vacancy, which the Department expects to fill in early 2021.
Probably the most well-known and most popular of all the Department’s community
policing programs (and there are many) is the Citizen Academy coordinated and
presented each March-May by the Detective Division with assistance and support from
the Patrol Operations and Operations Support Divisions. This 10-week “hands-on”
interactive exposure to law enforcement provides key insights to not only law
enforcement per se but especially the work and challenges faced by Bedford Police
officers each day and night. The number of “students” is limited by the interactive nature
of the program that puts you in the driver’s seat of a Bedford Police cruiser and in
“tactical shoot-don’t shoot” scenarios using the same gear our officers use during their
training exercises. Also included in the program is the Bedford Police “CSI” course that
gives each student hands-on experience with real “CSI” methods used by our detectives
as well as interview and interrogation training and a moot court session at the Merrimack
District Court and familiarization with all our weapons platforms on the range.
While we were all prepared to launch our 2020 Citizen’s Academy, we were forced to
first postpone and then cancel the academy in 2020 due to the COVID pandemic. We are
hopeful that with vaccinations on the way in early 2021 that we will be able to conduct
the 2021 citizen’s police academy by the fall of 2021.
Operations Support Division:
The Operations Support Division, under the command of Lieutenant (LT) Michael R.
Bernard, includes the Communications Section under the leadership of LeadCommunications Specialist Nina M. Malley and the Records Section led by Records
Clerk Rene L. Bartlett. In addition to Communications and Records, the Operations
Support Division also has the overall responsibility for Community Policing Programs,
Recruitment, Training, Fleet Operations/Management, Police Details, Special Events,
Statistical Analysis, Information Technology and Animal Control (ACO). Needless to
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say, the Operations Support Division is critical to the success of the Department’s
mission across all divisions, programs, duties, and responsibilities.
Communications: The largest component of the Operations Support Division, the
Communications Section is absolutely vital for the efficient, effective and safe delivery
of timely public safety services, including Police, Fire and Emergency Medical Services
(EMS); all of which begins in our state of the industry Communications Center
(ComCenter). Each vital call for service for Police, Fire or EMS starts in our ComCenter
where an authorized staffing level of nine (9) Communications Specialists (CSs) work to
obtain all the vital information necessary to dispatch required public safety services as
efficiently as possible. The ComCenter provides the critical life-safety link between
citizens, first responder(s) and Headquarters. The ComCenter forges the link between
technology and field operations and is packed with technology, including our land mobile
radio (LMR) network that serves both Police and Fire Departments from main and
remote transmit/receive sites in and around Bedford.
The ComCenter is also responsible for issuing public safety “alerts”, “advisory” and
“community” messages via our “Nixle” platform. We now have more than 8,000 Nixle
subscribers who receive up to the minute information direct to their mobile devices
and/or email regarding traffic accidents, delays, special events, weather conditions, road
conditions as well as Police and Fire related incidents that may affect safety or just travel.
We also use Nixle to advise residents of upcoming community policing and other Town
events, meetings, and programs as well as important public safety advice, information,
and tips. Nixle provides notifications via text, email, and reverse-dial telephone calls
directly to your mobile and or home device(s) and its FREE. We strongly encourage
residents to sign up to receive Nixles and to anonymously “text-to-tip” information to
the Department 24/7/365. To sign up text “03110” to “888777” and follow the
instructions. You can also go to the Department’s website and click “Media Resources”
and look for the Nixle link to register. Remember to register your telephone number,
cellular and or residential, to receive an emergency “reverse dial” message directly from
the Bedford Police Department.
Sign Up Today at www.nixle.com for free public safety information and alerts.
Remember – Keep an Eye on Bedford - “See Something –Say Something”.
Along with public alerts, the ComCenter also administers the Department’s “Are You
OK?” Program (RU OK) for individuals who would like to have a daily call from the
Department to ensure they are “OK.” Often used by seniors or others with disabilities
this program is offered free of charge with the only requirement being a communications
device to be called at a pre-established time each day. This program also gives “piece of
mind” to families and loved ones to ensure the safety of those they care about. To find
out more about RU OK as well as our Vacant Property Check Program visit the Police
Department Monday-Friday between 8A-4P.
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The workload in the ComCenter can escalate in a mere matter of seconds to the point
where even two (2) trained and experienced Communications Specialists are taxed to be
able to handle call volume. Thus, it is vital that we maintain two (2) Communications
Specialists on duty at all times remembering our ComCenter handles more than just
police related calls for service and communications but, also all calls and public safety
communications for Bedford Fire/EMS. The addition of a new CS position in 2019
brought total authorized staffing up to nine (9) CSs, which increased the number of shifts
where two (2) CSs are on board but still insufficient to ensure two (2) CSs are on duty
24/7/365, which is the national standard for communications center staffing for a
community our size.
We finally reached full staffing in the ComCenter (9) during 2019 for a short period of
time until the retirement of veteran telecommunicator Virginia L. Martin in December
after 34 years of loyal service to the Department. The resignation of another employee in
early 2020 once again created critical staffing shortages in our ComCenter. To bridge the
gap, Ms. Martin agreed to come back on-line as a part-time/on-call telecommunicator
while we worked to fill two (2) vacancies in the section. The vacancies alone adds
additional stress in the ComCenter plus the requirement of our communications training
officers (CTOs) to train new telecommunicators. During 2020 we added
Communications Specialist Edward Higgins to the CTO “line-up” along with Lead CS
Malley and CTO Raymond H. Menier.
Total calls handled by our ComCenter increased by 15% during 2020 with an additional
7,121 calls compared to 2019 for a total of 54,161 calls handled in 2020 compare to
47,040 during 2019. That’s an average of 148 calls per day and that doesn’t include
business line telephone calls. As well all know, these calls are not evenly spaced out over
the course of an 8-hour shift; oftentimes calls for service for Police and Fire/EMS come
in “clusters” that requires telecommunicators to prioritize calls for service,
communications traffic and manage back-up as well as mutual aid response switching
back and forth between Fire/EMS and police calls plus officer-initiated calls. The work
in the ComCenter is demanding and precise; the lives of citizens and first-responders
from both police and fire depend on the work of our telecommunicators to obtain and
provide the essential and critical information needed to ensure public safety.
The COVID crisis required our ComCenter to adapt to the pandemic by ensuring we
capture critical health information for every call to protect the public and our first
responders. The change in protocol for obtaining health information and the change in
protocol for lower priority calls for service that allowed for telephonic instead of an inperson response by an officer placed additional burdens on our telecommunicators.
Despite short staffing and a global pandemic affecting Police and Fire/EMS calls for
service and the increased volume of calls the Communications Section of the Operations
Support Division continued to provide the very best in support of our Police/Fire public
safety services.
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Records Section: Our singular full-time Records Clerk Renee L. Bartlett is responsible
for maintaining our active and archived files, which is no small task. Although the
Bedford Police Department is largely “paperless” meaning we rely on our digital records
management system to record, document and store our investigative reports and forms,
the State of NH, courts, civilians, insurance companies and others still require “hardcopy” documents. In addition to records management Records Clerk Bartlett processed
all incoming requests for information from the Department including all Right-to-Know
requests, all requests for information, reports, and files from other law enforcement
agencies as well as state and Federal agencies. She also processed and reviewed all
requests for pistol/revolver licenses and many other licensure related matters including
live entertainment licenses and requests to dispense alcoholic beverages in Bedford to
name just a few.
Recruitment: The Department has been in a continual recruitment cycle to address
vacancies created by retirements, promotions, or new positions to ensure we have the
capacity to assure the safety and security of our residents, visitors, and commuters.
The Operations Support Division is responsible for processing, testing, and evaluating all
candidates for police officer. This work requires the examination of hundreds of
applications, initial telephonic interviews of candidates followed up by in-person oral
examinations, physical agility testing and more before a candidate reaches the final
command staff interview and conditional offer stage of the recruitment process.
During 2020, the Division processed and reviewed applications that filled four (4) police
officer vacancies and four (4) communications specialist vacancies in the Department.
Each one of these vacancies required more than 40-hours of processing, administration,
testing, and evaluation excluding Department-specific on-boarding. In order to fill each
of these vacancies, numerous applications were reviewed before a best qualified
candidate list (BQL) was developed. The Operations Support Division was successful in
filling all police officer vacancies with highly qualified candidates; two (2) of whom
were certified law enforcement officers with other departments and brought extensive
training and experience with them to our Department. The Operations Support Division
also filled four (4) communications specialist vacancies during 2020.
The Department continues to offer incentive awards for candidates that are certified law
enforcement officers ($10,000) and for highly qualified non-certified candidates ($5,000)
as well as an incentive for employees who successfully recruit a new officer.
The average time from the extension of a conditional offer to completion of field training
of a new police officer with no experience is approximately 40-weeks. If we include the
time to process an applicant with no prior law enforcement experience through
recruitment and background investigation it takes approximately one (1) year to place a
new hire on the Patrol Operations Division shift schedule. Additionally, we estimate the
total cost of bringing a new officer with no experience on-board from recruitment
through background investigation including payroll during the 16-week NH Police
Academy and 20-week Department Field Training Program (FTP) to be $36,000.
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Conversely, the estimated time to process a certified officer from the date of conditional
offer to placement on the Patrol Operations Division shift schedule is cut in half to about
25-weeks with a comparative cost reduction ($20,000). Thus, it is significantly more cost
effective to attract and hire certified officers by saving more than $15,000 and shaving
off approximately 20-weeks of training and processing time. There was no additional
cost to the taxpayer arising from the implementation of the hiring award and incentive
program, which was paid from unexpended wages accrued from vacant positions.
Training: Training serves many purposes from providing essential skill sets necessary for
employees in all disciplines to be able to execute the mission of the Department in an
efficient and effective manner to preparation for new duties and responsibilities. The
primary goal of all training is to ensure citizen and first responder life-safety, and the
establishment and maintenance of state mandated individual and Department mandated
training requirements. Training must also focus on and bring forth the development of
new skill sets necessary to address emergent challenges such as skills that are more
effective in resolving incidents that involve citizens in crisis as opposed to the use of
force.
The overarching goal of our training program is to ensure the officers and civilian staff
that serve you in all disciplines do so within the law consistent with the best and most
widely accepted industry leading practices. The intended byproduct of such vigorous
training is the reduction of liability exposure for the municipality, it’s taxpayers as well
as the Department and employees in a highly litigious society.
To achieve these goals and objectives the Bedford Police Department fields an industry
leading Field Training Program (FTP) for new hires as well as an extensive in-service
training curriculum that exceeds state required minimum mandates. Our scenario-based
training (SBT) program places officers in high stress simulations of real events using
special ammunition that challenges and trains them to successfully resolve critical
incidents. Our SBT program is predicated upon the assumption that responding patrol
officers will immediately address any active attack situation to prevent loss of life.
Under pre-pandemic conditions, the Department tactical instructors provide security
assessments and workplace violence training seminars to Bedford businesses, which was
curtailed due to the health crisis in 2020. We hope to provide these services to the public
and our business/retail segment at some point in 2021 when it is safe and healthy to do
so.
The Department continued a multi-year active shooter/active attack training program in
conjunction with the Bedford Fire Department (FD), which included a multi-agency
active attack incident management table-top exercise in 2020. However, other exercises
planned for this program in 2020 were curtailed due to the pandemic. We expect to
finish this important training evolution with the Bedford FD in 2021. This
comprehensive multi-year grant-funded active shooter/active attack training program will
culminate in a multi-agency full-field training exercise that will test both Departments
ability to respond, mitigate and resolve a multi-event active attack.
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Despite the health crises caused by the COVID pandemic in 2020, the Department forged
ahead with critically important training conducted under conditions that ensured the
health and safety of the participants. Along with required training and recertification on
all lethal and less-lethal platforms the Department also conducted scenario-based training
and discipline-specific training. The following is only a brief summary of the important
training your police officers attended during 2020.
All sworn members were recertified on the firing range with their issued .40 cal. Smith &
Wesson Military & Police pistol; additionally sworn members were trained on and
qualified with the Department’s new Sig-Sauer 5.56mm patrol rifle platform, which
replaced our aging Colt AR-15 rifles that had been in service for 20-years. Firearms
qualifications included tactical response firing exercises as well as dim-light/low light
shooting.
Sworn members also recertified in the use of their Department issued Axon-taser(s) and
they were trained on the Department’s new collapsible metal baton, which replaced
batons issued to officers 20-years ago. The new Department issued baton incorporates
important functions and safety features not available on the Department’s older batons,
which was the primary factor in their replacement. Lieutenant (LT) Corey R. Egan and
Field Training Officer (FTO) Joshua R. Gray and Master Patrol Officer Zachary J.
Mazzarella were re-certified/certified as Axon Taser instructors during 2020. SGT
Patrick J. Gilligan was recertified as our Department’s Red Cross First-Aid CPR/AED
instructor and other members were recertified in other disciplines during 2020 despite the
health crisis.
During 2020, the Department launched and completed the three-phase deployment of our
new integrated body-worn/in-cruiser camera and stationhouse audio/video evidence
solution. This new platform required new standard operating procedures and extensive
training for all members on the proper utilization of the evidence platform.
The Department initiated a new program in 2020 that equipped all Patrol Operations
Division officers with their own tactical ballistic equipment that is an enhancement to the
ballistic garment worn by officers each day. This new tactical garment provides an
additional layer of protection for officers confronted by high velocity rifle ammunition
that would ordinarily defeat body armor worn on an everyday basis. Each officer will be
equipped with this new tactical body armor garment for use under the most critical
situations. The Department also afforded officers new options for wearing body armor
that is more comfortable utilizing an outer vest carrier while maintaining a professional
community service and public safety service appearance. Further modifications to
enhance officer comfort and safety are pending release in early 2021.
In addition to required recertification training on lethal defense platforms and less-lethal
defense platforms the Department continued our defensive tactics training program to
provide officers the ability to effectively respond to resistance by utilizing the least
amount of force possible and successfully defend themselves from a physical attack.
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During 2020 the Department initiated two (2) important enhancements to our training
program; the first included de-escalation training and certification. Our tactical
instructors continued to emphasize strategies and tactics designed to de-escalate
situations to avoid the use of force in resolving persons in crisis calls for service.
Additionally, the Department hosted regional training conducted by a US Department of
Justice approved contractor that provided “train-the-trainer” de-escalation certification.
Going forward, the certified officers from the Department who successfully passed this
training will begin training all sworn members in de-escalation that complements our ongoing scenario-based de-escalation training.
Additionally, the Chief of Police attended Fair and Impartial Policing training for law
enforcement executives, which resulted in the addition of bias training and bias-related
practical exercises in our scenario-based training program, which was supported by the
President of the Manchester Chapter of the NAACP. The Department will continue to
emphasize implcit bias training and how it impacts law enforcement and more
importantly how we in the Bedford Police Department must be cognizant and aware of
bias, implicit bias and bias by proxy that is present in law enforcement and even more
importantly how we must eliminate bias and properly mitigate bias-by-proxy in how we
deliver public safety services in Bedford that is devoid of bias in any form.
In addition to bias and de-escalation training the Department initiated training in noncompliant response to resistance training. Utilizing actual video from incidents in the US
and Canada, officers are required to analyze the video and through guided-discussion
identify what officers did correctly or incorrectly and what could have been done
differently to achieve a better outcome if, in fact, that was even possible. Using new
technology on loan to the Department, officers also participated in “virtual-reality” deescalation training.
During 2020, our cadre of tactical instructors conducted critical incident management
training as part of our scenario-based training program. This vital training is designed to
stabilize and improve the Department’s response to critical incidents of any nature; many
of which our officers confront every year. With so many new members it is important to
ensure all officers and supervisors are trained to the same standards.
The Department is one of the very few departments that conducts “live” impaired driving
training. Conducted under rigidly controlled circumstances by our primary drug
recognition expert, SGT Patrick J. Gilligan, officers are exposed to persons in a range of
impairment from no impairment to various levels of intoxication to test, enhance and
improve officer skills in detecting and testing for impairment by alcohol.
Many if not most external training programs, seminars, classes, and certification
programs were cancelled by the NH Police Standards and Training Council or private
contractors/vendors during 2020. However, despite the challenge, a number of members
were able to attend vital training to enhance and improve the Department’s capabilities
and capacity. SGT Robert G. Lavoie attended FBI leadership training while all Patrol
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Operations Division sergeants attended on-line leadership training; all SGTs and FTOs
attended Department conducted active attack incident management table-top training
conducted by LT Michael R. Bernard and Detective SGT Michael J. Monahan; Detective
SGT Monahan and Field Training Officer Matthew A. Proulx attained certification as
close quarter tactical instructors; Detective Amy M. Champagne attended a week-long
seminar on crimes against children and Detective James. G. McMillen attended interview
and interrogation training, Patrol Officers Michael B. Heikkila and Joseph A. Palmariello
were certified as Motor-Patrol Officers by Harley-Davidson; SGT Norris, FTO Proulx
and Patrol Officer Fiorentino who are assigned to the Southern NH Special Operations
Unit participated in monthly training while all Patrol Operations Division officers and
supervisors attended motor vehicle accident and collision avoidance training (on-line)
along with vehicle immobilization/spike-strip deployment training and health/safety
training related to the pandemic.
Our goal is to ensure our employees have the best training and skills necessary to ensure
citizen and first responder safety as well as reduce liability exposure and to prepare those
employees seeking to move into new positions by providing supervisory and job-specific
training in their current positions with a view toward improving employee retention as
well as overall Department performance.
Community Policing:
The global pandemic and health crisis severely hampered our normally robust community
policing program in 2020. Yet, keeping with the Department’s nimbleness and ability to
improvise, adapt and overcome we leveraged social media and other digital platforms to
reach the public and provide important information.
During the initial phases of the pandemic, the Department released a number of public
service announcements and videos along with the Bedford FD to educate and inform our
residents about the crisis; what to do and how both Departments were adapting to the
presence of COVID. We took “Meet the Chief” online with a live Facebook edition
followed by a video version with the assistance of BCTV.
The Department helped support “Bedford Cares” a new volunteer program initiated by
NH Senator and Bedford Town Councilor Denise Ricciardi as a way of helping our
residents through the health crisis. We continued the Department’s support of the
Bedford Food Pantry and held special Police-Week and 9/11 Memorial Events at the
Public Safety Complex. Working with our media contractor, the Department produced a
short video that showcased our diversity and our employee’s commitment to the public
they serve:
https://www.facebook.com/321426571238389/videos/280702999678674 .
Here is a short summary of the other innovative ways to conduct community policing
during a global pandemic:
 Officer Tony Ssonko provided a “police escort” to the championship Bedford
High School Women’s Volleyball Team.
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Field Training Officer Michael D. Cherwin assisted a family in need of a child
safety seat by providing them with a generous donation to ensure their
children were safe while being transported.
Officer Whitney Mansfield participated in a parade sponsored by Make-AWish for a child facing a serious medical condition.
More than 14 members of the Department were present for the Town
Council’s recognition of retired New York State Trooper and “Honorary”
Bedford Police Officer Bernie Ruchin on the occasion of his 96th birthday.
Bernie has been an inspiration to many on the Department; having spent many
mornings with officers and detectives sharing his insight and advice. In
addition, he’s addressed the Department’s “all-hands” meetings with remarks
focusing on professionalism, dedication, and teamwork. He has been a true
inspiration to us all at the Department and a true American icon.
Department members supported the Bedford High School graduation “honkout” and other celebrations.
Patrol Operations Division officers participated in several “drive-by”
celebrations for residents and their families.
We introduced numerous articles on everything from online scams and
fraudulent schemes to safe driving, protecting yourself from property crime
and a host of other items via social media and our website.
The Department continued its support of BeBOLD by hosting an informative
session with NH legislators and candidates regarding important substance
abuse issues and legislation.

During 2020 the leadership baton for our Civilian Emergency Response Team (CERT)
was passed from long-time director and Bedford community volunteer Paul Brock to his
capable Assistant Director, Mr. Raymond Lessard. On behalf of all our residents and the
Bedford Police and Fire Departments we recognize Mr. Brock for his years of community
service and as Director of Bedford CERT. We look forward to CERT’s continued
support of the Bedford community and the Police and Fire Departments under the
capable leadership of Director Lessard.
During 2020, despite the pandemic, Bedford CERT continued to be active in support of
the Police Department serving a vital role in assisting us with the challenge posed by the
national election at our singular voting site.
From assisting with traffic at operational as well as community service events to
providing information on preparedness and community outreach services, the Bedford
CERT continues to bridge a critical gap in public safety services.
This important program will continue in 2021 with the help of volunteers like you who
see CERT as an opportunity to give something back to their community. So, if you are
looking for an opportunity to serve your fellow residents, neighbors, and friends in
Bedford, please consider volunteering to be a member of the Bedford CERT; contact the
Bedford Police Department’s Operations Support Division or CERT at
https://www.bedfordnhcert.org/ .
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The Bedford Police Department recognizes that success in completing our mission hinges
on the philosophy that “it takes a community”, which is why our Community Policing
Program is the cornerstone to the effective delivery of public safety services to our
residents. From our “Keep an Eye on Bedford – See Something – Say Something”
campaign to supporting “Bedford Cares” and the Bedford Food Pantry, our dedicated
employees “stepped-up” to connect and provide our community support, education,
information and services to ensure their safety and well-being. It is part of the Bedford
Police Department’s culture of community and customer support that lead our officers
and civilian employees to extend themselves to support our residents when the
opportunity arises; from shoveling a senior’s driveway or bringing in a heavy parcel for a
senior to our “Are You Ok” program that checks in with our seniors each day, we strive
to connect as well as protect and serve. We look forward to seeing you when we are able
to resume our full community policing program schedule by mid-2021.
Wrapping up for the Operations Support Division’s news for 2020 we acknowledge the
retirement of Operations Support Division Commander Lieutenant (LT) Michael R.
Bernard, which became effective December 2020. In addition to his exemplary work and
more than 22-years of dedicated service to the Town of Bedford and Bedford Police; he
was responsible for standing up and organizing the Operations Support Division when the
Department re-organized all support programs and sections under the division. He was
instrumental in reorganizing and improving the Department’s recruitment, field and inservice training programs, promotional and testing programs including the development
of an industry standard assessment testing program for promotion; improving the
Departments public safety land mobile radio communications network including a
requirement for new construction to meet Department requirements to ensure firstresponder safety and his dedicated work in community policing. During his tenure there
were no community policing events that LT Bernard didn’t plan, organize, or was
actively involved; in many ways he was the “face” of the Department. Prior to leading
the Operations Support Division, LT Bernard previously led the Patrol Division and was
responsible for many important improvements and changes under his leadership
including the initiation of performance metrics (COMP/Stat), the study that led to the
reorganization of patrol sectors and resource deployment along with a new traffic safety
management plan and other innovations.
The Operations Support Division is now placed in the capable hands and leadership of
Lieutenant Kevin T. Bowen, who brings with him a wealth of knowledge, skills, and
abilities to lead the Operations Support Division to new levels of achievement in 2021.
Administration:
The overarching goal of the Department’s Administration Division is to ensure our
vision, mission and divisional goals and objectives are met or exceeded and, to assure the
safety and security as well as the quality of life for all in Bedford. The exceptional
success achieved in 2020 despite the global pandemic reflects the administration of the
Department exceeded its primary goals and objectives in providing the highest quality
public safety services for each tax dollar under the most trying conditions.
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The Department, like any successful business, must continue to constantly evaluate the
climate and environment in which it exists and evolve to assure continued success.
National Accreditation: Arguably, it is more difficult to manage success than failure. To
this end, the Department continued on our multi-year journey to attain national
accreditation in concert with our ongoing and long-term initiative to revise and improve
all our Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to bring the Department up to national
accreditation standards.
The Department continued our effort toward accreditation from the Commission on
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CALEA); a credentialing authority,
based in the United States, whose primary mission is to accredit public safety agencies,
namely law enforcement agencies, training academies, communications centers, and
campus public safety agencies.
This multi-year effort, which on average takes most law enforcement agencies three (3)
or more years to complete, requires significant resources from all divisions but
particularly from the Operations Support Division. As part of our efforts to achieve
accreditation, our Accreditation Manager, Ms. Monique Pliakos, works with our
accreditation consultant to review, revise, and improve all Department standard operating
procedures (SOPs) that addresses virtually every facet of the mission of the Department
in exacting detail.
During 2020 Accreditation Manager Pliakos revised and deployed more than 20Department SOPs; some of which were new and others that incorporated significant
changes and enhancements. One of the most extensive revisions included our new
response to resistance SOP that incorporated new forms, guides, and checklists as well as
prohibitions against chokeholds and a requirement that officers intercede to prevent any
unreasonable response to resistance.
Some of the advantages in becoming a nationally accredited law enforcement agency are
as follows: Accredited agencies are better able to defend themselves against civil lawsuits
and many agencies report a decline in legal actions against them once they become
accredited; Accreditation provides objective evidence of an agency’s commitment to
excellence in leadership, resource management, and service-delivery increasing public
confidence in the agency’s ability to operate efficiently and meet community needs;
Many agencies report a reduction in their liability insurance costs and/or reimbursement
of accreditation fees; CALEA standards gives the Department's administrative team a
proven management system of written directives, sound training, clearly defined lines of
authority, and routine reports that support decision-making and resource allocation.
Auditing: The Department continued our efforts to ensure effective property
management that included up to date inventories of all equipment assigned to personnel
as well as all capitalized Department equipment assigned to each division in the
Department that is available in both “hard copy” and digital. The Department continued
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efforts to remain in compliance with all state and federal criminal justice information
systems (CJIS) requirements.
Integrity and Transparency: After a multi-year research effort that included extensive
research into the cost/benefits, necessity, requirements, needs, community and
operational impact associated with the proposed utilization of body worn cameras
(BWCs), the Department deployed a industry-leading digital cloud-based audio/video
integrated BWC/in-cruiser and police station evidence solution from Axon in early 2020.
The potential benefits derived from the deployment of BWCs and other image and audio
recording solutions are diverse including increased transparency and accountability,
which may lead to improved public perceptions of police. In addition to increased public
trust, confidence and legitimacy, BWCs further improves the documentation of
police/public encounters, which leads to better evidence to objectively determine what
actually happened.
Use of BWCs lead to fewer complaints against the police as well as help police and
prosecutors investigate complaints and allegations against police more efficiently and
effectively. Quicker resolution of citizen complaints and lawsuits that allege excessive
use of force and other forms of officer misconduct are potential benefits from the use of
BWCs. Video and audio evidence from a police/civilian encounter helps investigators
resolve discrepancies with clarity producing a finding that is objectively conclusive.
Video and audio evidence obtained from BWCs and other police recording solutions
bolsters prosecutions and result in early case resolution. BWCs obtain evidence that an
investigating officer might have initially missed but is later discovered upon review.
Additionally, review of video/audio by officers will assist in the preparation of more
detailed and accurate reports of investigation and corroborate evidence presented by
prosecutors, and lead to higher numbers of guilty pleas in court proceedings.
Finally, in terms of benefits the use of BWC offers potential opportunities to advance an
officer's knowledge, skills, and abilities by reviewing and self-critiquing their work.
Additionally, BWC video/audio can advance generalized training of all employees and
lead to the change or implementation of policies and procedures.
The deployment of the Department’s new integrated BWC/in-cruiser and police station
digital audio/video evidence solution provides for complete coverage from initial
encounter through potential arrest, transport, and booking/detention as well as
interviewing at the station; all documented by audio/video. The solution has already paid
extensive dividends for the Department in a number of investigations including a most
serious investigation in which the BWC evidence was absolutely essential in assuring a
successful criminal prosecution. There have been citizen complaints against officers that
were readily dismissed as unfounded after review of the BWC evidence while others
substantiated the civilian’s complaint, which resulted in appropriate corrective action.
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2020 was more than a tumultuous year for law enforcement and the nation, when events
in Minneapolis and other cities brought intense focus on policing. The following is a
statement submitted to the Town Council and Town Manger during 2020 by the Chief of
Police addressing the crisis in law enforcement.
SPECIAL STATEMENT REGARDING POLICE MISCONDUCT AND REFORM
“I wish to take this opportunity to address the Town Council, Town Manager, and our
residents regarding the recent events in Minneapolis, MN, which spawned
demonstrations and rebuke across the United States.
The New Hampshire Association of Chiefs of Police and I and every member of the
Bedford Police Department condemn the actions of former Minneapolis, MN Officer
Derek Chauvin and further condemn the inaction of the other former officers on the scene
that failed to intervene and prevent the death of Mr. George Floyd. His death, while in
the custody of Minneapolis police officers, is unconscionable, deeply disturbing and both
morally and professionally offensive.
The actions and inaction of now former police officers 1,421 miles distant do not
represent the culture, training, dedication, professionalism, empathy, community, and
public service as well as the devotion to the sanctity of life for all exemplified by all
Bedford Police Department officers and employees.
The despicable acts committed in Minneapolis are not representative of NH policing and
are wholly and totally inconsistent with our laws, training, values, policies, and
procedures. The methods and approach used by those former officers including a
“choke-hold” and other physical restraints are not taught to or approved for use by
Bedford Police Department officers.
Moreover, our officers, like all NH police officers, are taught and must be re-certified
annually in state-mandated four (4) hour use of force training, to use the least amount of
force necessary in every situation. Our officers are required to use a force continuum that
begins with verbal commands and progresses through various approaches that include
less-than-lethal tools such as “pepper” spray, asp-baton and taser before deadly physical
force is authorized. However, as you all may know, there are situations in which, an
officer immediately confronted by deadly physical force must respond accordingly to
save h/her life and that of others without progressing through the force continuum. Yet,
there have been multiple occasions when our officers were assaulted, most recently only
a few weeks ago, trying to apprehend a subject using the least amount of resistance and
force necessary; usually to the officer’s own detriment and safety.
We acknowledge, train, and instill the appropriate values and culture of policing here in
Bedford that is community and public/customer service oriented and focused. We strive
each day to ensure you and all our residents are safe and feel safe to enjoy life here as it
should be. We acknowledge and train our officers and all our staff to be “color-blind”
with a specific standard operating procedure (SOP) entitled, “Fair and Impartial Policing”
that bolsters and backs-up our training and culture with specific requirements to ensure
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policing in Bedford truly is “fair and impartial” for all. It is who we are and what we do,
each shift, every day, 24/7/365 and I will accept nothing less than absolute conformity
without exception and my officers are explicitly aware of that.
The direction and values and culture I have worked to instill and demand from my
officers as well as our standard operating procedures are the industry standard and best
practices as evinced by our effort to become nationally accredited and our continuing
efforts to improve our policies and procedures. It is also exemplified by our recent
deployment of body worn cameras and the upcoming deployment of in-cruiser
audio/video recording as well as audio/video recording in our booking/detention facility
and interview rooms. The deployment and use of our body worn cameras follow NH
law, which dictates when recordings must be made. These recordings are available for
use in all internal investigations of complaints or misconduct.
Our officers are required to report each and every use of force situation, which is
independently reviewed and then annually reviewed to ensure best practices; consistency
with NH law as well as our policies and procedures and to identify any gaps where
improved training is required.
I support the six (6) pillars identified in the Report on 21st Century Policing produced
during the former administration and have expanded upon those to include my own
foundational requirements.
First and foremost is organizational CULTURE; each organization has its own “culture”,
whether it’s in the private or public sectors; thus, each police agency has its own
“culture”; that is the basic foundation and perspective that directs and guides how the
organization approaches its mission and then each member’s duties and responsibilities.
The culture of an organization is established over time by leadership and is “passed
down” through generations of employees. It is the culture of how police officers
approach their duties and responsibilities that is most critical for if the organizational
culture is accepting of violations of the law, police brutality, violence and racial and
ethnic disparity, even rules and policies are sometimes ineffective in ensuring
compliance. Thus, it is critical for leadership to establish the proper and correct culture
of professionalism, courtesy, empathy, sincerity, customer service, with an emphasis on
public service and always ensuring the SANCTITY OF LIFE for all and equality for all
including those who resist us or are in our custody. It is the culture of public and
customer service and using the least amount of force necessary in any situation that we
instill in our Department here in Bedford.
Second, is Professional Responsibility; police agencies must have procedures, programs
and structures that identify and address problem behavior inconsistent with the agency’s
policies, procedures, and culture. Each department must have incredibly strong internal
controls and programs that ensure each and every complaint is documented, investigated
and reviewed; that a system is in place that detects officers with disciplinary issues, anger
management, bias, etc. these systems are called “Early Warning Systems” that enable the
detection of problem employees, issues and even problem policies/procedures EARLY
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ON to avoid tragedies. Here in Bedford we have a robust disciplinary system in which
every complaint is documented and filed with a warning system to identify, trends, traits,
and patterns.
Third, COMMUNITY; Building relationships with the community is EVERY COP’S job
and they need to be held accountable for that and it needs to be engrained in the
Department’s culture. As you may know, we have a robust community policing program
here in Bedford that seeks to engage all facets of our community, seniors, business/retail,
youth/young adults, and neighborhoods.
Fourth, ACCOUNTABILITY and RESPONSIBILITY; For the agency it begins and ends
AT THE TOP; to ensure all these elements are in place and are followed by all members
in the agency. All acts in which our staff falls short of our expectations are consistently
addressed including progressive disciplinary action up to and including removal from the
service.
Fifth; Psychological/Sociological/Diversity/Bias: Training and assessments of officers in
these areas are necessary ALL THROUGHOUT an officer’s career not just in the
academy. An eminent police chief once said that we bring idealistic men and women
from diverse cultures and backgrounds into police service dedicated to the highest ideals
then place them in very troubled and difficult locations and leave them there for years
and expect that what they see and deal with each day won’t affect them. It does and we
need to continually communicate, assess, train, and MONITOR so these idealistic
officers don’t become so sour and jaundiced that they can no longer be effective or worse
become dangerous. We need to improve initial and reoccurring bias and diversity
training throughout law enforcement including Bedford.
Finally, Moral Fortitude: The top brass of any law enforcement agency needs an
incredible amount of fortitude in character and conviction to institute the changes
necessary to ensure all these elements become part of the culture and fabric of the
agency. The record for the Bedford Police Department is clear; there is absolutely no
exception to absolute compliance with our values, culture, rules of conduct, policies and
procedures; anyone who takes the time to review my record here and as the Deputy Chief
Inspector for the Office of Professional Responsibility at DEA Headquarters knows there
is no quarter given to misconduct of any nature; I won’t have it.
Yet, despite all the above, there is still room for improvement here at the Bedford Police
Department.
Policies and Procedures: Going forward I will be making some changes to the
Department’s use of force SOP to ensure the sanctity of life for all, including those who
resist us or are in our custody is paramount. I will ensure the requirement to intervene
when the excessive use of force is observed is transparently clear and subject to
disciplinary action including removal if not followed to the letter. I will also ensure that
physical restraint techniques, even though not taught or approved by the Department are
expressly prohibited for use by our officers.
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Training: I investigated and attempted to bring a professor from Georgia to Bedford four
(4) years ago to conduct implicit bias training; however, I didn’t have the funding
available at the time. There is no time remaining; we must have initial and re-occurring
implicit and explicit bias training for all employees of the Department. Having a robust
SOP is not enough to ensure our employees are aware of their bias so it can be addressed,
mitigated, and corrected to ensure bias of any nature is not reflected in our work. While
we expose every member to extensive psychological pre-employment testing, we must
find the funding to conduct re-occurring assessments of employees to ensure the work
they do; the sometimes horrible situations and cases they are intimately involved in,
which they absorb and internalize do not jaundice their idealistic and basic values and
outlook. We have annual defensive tactics training but need to increase the frequency of
such training to ensure officers can defend themselves using the least amount of force
necessary. Along with implicit and explicit bias training we need to conduct annual
diversity and cultural training for all employees of the Department.
Accreditation: We must continue on our path to achieve national accreditation to ensure
our policies and procedures reflect best practices and that the Department is continually
inspected by an independent auditor (CALEA) to ensure we are consistently following
our own policies and procedures.
The Bedford Police Department stands and supports social and procedural justice for all
even including the possibility that an officer may sacrifice their own life in the process.
We are totally committed to this precept and will willingly lay down our lives if needed
to protect others no matter who they are and what they may have done. It is our job, our
duty and professional mission to protect those who can’t protect themselves. Every
human being deserves justice and to be treated fairly with compassion, respect, dignity,
and equality for that is part of our core values and culture of the Bedford Police
Department.
I am utterly confident of the character, integrity, training and responsibility of each and
every Bedford Police Officer, as demonstrated innumerable times, having shown great
restraint in the execution of their duties and responsibilities to the extent they risked
serious injury to themselves in order to use the least amount of legitimate force
necessary.
I cannot countenance the rhetoric and violence against police who each day protect and
serve everyone including those of color; oftentimes giving their own lives up in the
process.
Yes, there are officers in the US with bias and unchecked anger and perhaps more; they
do NOT REPRESENT the Bedford Police Department, as they besmirch the GOOD
WORK our officers do each shift, every day and night on patrol in Bedford and across
the country.
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There will be a rush to “correct” and “reform” law enforcement; some of which has
already begun in Washington, DC, and Concord. Yet, I caution all to approach these
provisions with the understanding and realization that NH law enforcement is NOT
broken and in need of reform. We acknowledge we can IMPROVE in many areas
especially in policies and procedures as well as training and accreditation. Yet wholesale
“reform” such that it might be required in Minneapolis or Baltimore is not required in
Manchester or Bedford. One area of suggested reform that has received a lot of attention
is the removal of qualified immunity protection from law enforcement officers. What
this essentially means is that a Bedford officer who follows the law, their training,
policies, and procedures; that is, they did everything RIGHT, would be personally liable
for civil damages. If enacted, this will have an extremely chilling effect on all law
enforcement and cause officers to reconsider how they may react in life or death
situations endangering civilian and officer safety. I also anticipate the elimination of
qualified immunity will severely impact our already strained recruitment and retention
efforts.
The action and inaction in Minneapolis and elsewhere are despicable and criminal; but
they do not represent the profession and they certainly do not represent the Bedford
Police Department and I surely trust you and our residents are confident that your
Department has taken and will be taking every step and action to ensure we deliver the
finest public safety service using the least amount of intrusion and force possible to
complete our mission with bravery, professionalism and dedication to the ideals, ethics,
value and culture you expect.”
Human Resources: The national focus on law enforcement in 2020 especially use of
force along with other factors conspired to present an extremely tight job-market for law
enforcement all across the US with departments competing against each other for
qualified applicants and to retain certified employees.
Notwithstanding the above, the Department filled all vacant police officer positions in
2020 and brought our on-board strength up to our authorized ceiling of 40-sworn
members for the first time in the history of the Department. This was a steep challenge;
however, effective recruiting strategies and incentives brought us new employees and
some with extensive and valuable experience gained elsewhere as certified officers.
SGT Kevin T. Bowen was promoted to LT/Watch Commander in 2020 filling the gap
between the Patrol Operations Division Captain and the five (5) Patrol Operations
Division sergeants by providing critical management support and oversight when the
Captain is not on duty. As you know, he was later promoted to the LT in command of
the Operations Support Division. SGT Corey R. Egan was promoted in December to fill
the Watch Commander vacancy created by the promotion of LT Bowen.
Promotions and reassignments in 2020 as well as the Department’s effort to support
career development of personnel from officer, to Master Patrol Officer, to Field Training
Officer, to SGT and LT requires extensive effort to ensure only the best qualified are
promoted. During 2020 the Department conducted promotional testing for SGT, which
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also serves as qualification testing for advancement to Master Patrol Officer (MPO) and
Field Training Officer (FTO). This extensive project includes the utilization of a
commercial first-line supervisor examination coupled with a Department-specific written
examination. Members who successfully passed the combined written tests moved on to
the Department-designed assessment center examination, which involves candidates
participating in three (3) carefully crafted role-play scenarios to test their ability to
supervise under real-world conditions. The assessment center utilized a Department
designed set of scenarios and performance specifications for grading as well as detailed
guidance for both candidates and assessors, who were sourced from other area
departments. The Department’s assessment center program received accolades from
Primex, as well as several area departments who requested permission to utilize our
program. This process resulted in the qualification of 10-officers for promotion to Master
Patrol Officer, Field Training Officer and SGT as follows:
PROMOTION(S) – FIELD TRAINING OFFICER
NAME
FROM
TO
Frink, Norman J
Patrol Officer
Field Training Officer
Patrol Operations Division Patrol Operations Div.
Proulx, Matthew A. Patrol Officer
Field Training Officer
Patrol Operations Division Patrol Operations Div.
Slack, Nathan M.
Patrol Officer
Field Training Officer
Patrol Operations Division Patrol Operations Div.
QUALIFICATION FOR PROMOTION – SERGEANT
The following personnel are currently qualified for promotion to SGT:
NAME
RANK
Champagne, Amy M.
Detective
Cherwin, Michael D.
Field Training Officer
Dupuis, Adrien U.
Master Patrol Officer
Fiorentino, Nicholas J.
Master Patrol Officer
Frink, Norman J.
Field Training Officer
Gardner, Shannon
Master Patrol Officer
Gray, Joshua R.
Field Training Officer
Iannacci, Gregory V.
Master Patrol Officer
Kennedy, Stephen W.
Master Patrol Officer
Kitchen, Benjamin J.
Field Training Officer
Mansfield, Whitney S.
Master Patrol Officer
Mazzarella, Zachary J.
Master Patrol Officer
McMillen, James G.
Detective
Proulx, Matthew A.
Field Training Officer
Slack, Nathan M.
Field Training Officer
Ssonko, Tony
Master Patrol Officer
Sutter, Kevin K.
Detective
Wilhelmy, Joseph C.
Master Patrol Officer
QUALIFICATION – MASTER PATROL OFFICER
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Pursuant to the 2020 testing process for promotion to SGT and approved prior testing the
following personnel are qualified as Master Patrol Officer:
NAME
RANK
Dupuis, Adrien U.
Master Patrol Officer
Fiorentino, Nicholas J.
Master Patrol Officer
Gardner, Shannon
Master Patrol Officer
Iannacci, Gregory V.
Master Patrol Officer
Kennedy, Stephen W.
Master Patrol Officer
Mansfield, Whitney S.
Master Patrol Officer
Mazzarella, Zachary J.
Master Patrol Officer
Ssonko, Tony
Master Patrol Officer
Wilhelmy, Joseph C.
Master Patrol Officer
We continued with our career development program (CDP) for all sworn members of the
Department that was launched in 2018. This program requires each sworn member, in
concert with management, to identify their own career goals and objectives. The officerspecific CDP will then be used by the Operations Support Division and Administration to
tailor training with a goal to help each employee achieve their own career goals and
objectives.
One of the most vital functions of HR is to measure employee performance and integrate
personnel performance with the Department’s vision, mission and annual goals and
objectives. The Department’s performance measurement program, “COMP/Stat”
integrates agency performance with individual performance to ensure the success of the
Department in meeting its mission specific as well as annual goals and objectives. .
While assessing performance is critical it is also vitally important to recognize the
extraordinary achievements of our employees during 2020 as follows:
MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARD
Michael D. Cherwin - Field Training Officer
On August 3, 2020 Field Training Officer (FTO) Cherwin along with other Bedford
Police Officers responded to the area of 206 South River Road regarding an armed felon
wanted by the Manchester Police Department. The wanted suspect fled on foot into the
wooded area nearby. FTO Cherwin took up a tactical position in the area and maintained
that post for more than an hour during which he was able to detect the presence of the
suspect and eventually take him into custody without further incident. His accurate
assessment of the situation, tactical prowess, and diligence as well as situational
awareness resulted in the arrest of a wanted felon who was believed to be armed
presenting a clear and present danger to the community.
Adrien U. Dupuis - Patrol Officer
During the midnight shift on October 15, 2020 Officer Dupuis stopped a vehicle leaving
the County Inn & Suites after he noted how long the vehicle had been in the hotel parking
lot, which based on his training and experience, led him to believe the vehicle was
involved in illegal activity. A roadside interview of the occupants of the vehicle revealed
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the name of a subject allegedly distributing controlled drugs at the hotel. Officer Dupuis
subsequently identified the subject allegedly selling controlled drugs and learned the
subject was a wanted felon. A second motor vehicle stop confirmed the wanted suspect
selling controlled drugs at the Country Inn & Suites was in possession of controlled
drugs, a firearm and was located in a specific room. Officer Dupuis along with other
members of the Department took immediate action to seize control of the suspect’s hotel
room and acquire a search and seizure warrant. The suspect in the hotel room attempted
to abscond through the room’s 4th floor window and was taken into custody. The lawful
search of the room resulted in the seizure of a significant quantity of controlled drugs,
proceeds from the sale of controlled drugs and a firearm used to facilitate a drug crime.
DISTINGUISHED UNIT ACTION AWARD
STEFAN J. SWIADAS - SERGEANT
SCOTT E. NORRIS - SERGEANT
JEFFREY A. DREW - PATROL OFFICER
JOSHUA R. GRAY - FIELD TRAINING OFFICER
STEPHEN W. KENNEDY, JR. - PATROL OFFICER
BENJAMIN J. KITCHEN - FIELD TRAINING OFFICER
ELI J. KRAUSE - PATROL OFFICER
TIMOTHY S. HAYDEN - PATROL OFFICER
On March 23, 2020 Officer Stephen W. Kennedy, Jr. investigated a domestic violence
related 2nd degree assault with a weapon. The victim advised her boyfriend assaulted her
and slashed her with a razor blade in the presence of her 2-year-old son. Field Training
Officer Joshua R. Gray and Patrol Officer Jeffrey A. Drew responded noting the
suspect’s vehicle was parked on scene and thereafter secured the perimeter of the
suspect’s apartment. Sergeant (SGT) Stefan J. Swiadas, Office-in Charge, established
incident command and assembled a tactical response team led by Sergeant Scott E. Norris
along with Officers Kennedy and Eli J. Krause, Benjamin J. Kitchen and Timothy S.
Hayden who approached the suspect’s apartment and attempted to contact him and direct
him to safely exit the apartment. The suspect refused the lawful order to exit the
apartment, which required the tactical team to make forced entry after which the suspect
was taken into custody without further incident or injury.
LIFESAVING AWARD
MATTHEW A. PROULX - PATROL OFFICER
On Monday June 8, 2020 at approximately 1553 hours Patrol Officer Matthew A. Proulx
responded to 7 Kilton Road, Hannaford Supermarket, reference a 50-year old male
subject who collapsed. The male subject was reportedly not conscious and not breathing
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) efforts by store employees on scene had
commenced. Officer Proulx promptly arrived on scene, utilized an AED on the male
subject and assisted with CPR. During the course of administering CPR multiple shocks
were delivered by the AED. After Bedford Fire and Rescue arrived on scene and took
over life saving measures Officer Proulx shifted attention to assisting Bedford Fire and
Rescue by locating identification for the subject and contacting family members to
inform them of the emergency. Officer Proulx also determined the subject had been
experiencing cardiac related symptoms over the past couple of days, which was relayed
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to rescue personnel who transported the subject to the hospital. Bedford Fire Department
Lieutenant Aaron Lambert and Firefighter David Sherwood subsequently reported the
subject survived and officially commended Officer Proulx’ actions, which resulted in the
restoration of the victim’s effective heart rhythm, which was a key element in saving his
life.
LETTER OF RECOGNITION
MONIQUE PLIAKOS – ACCREDITATION MANAGER
The Bedford Police Department is committed to ensuring we become nationally
accredited and recognized as a leading police agency in the State of NH. During calendar
year 2020, Accreditation Manager Pliakos was charged with maintaining and overseeing
the Bedford Police Department’s efforts to achieve national accreditation from the
Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). This effort
received the highest priority from the Chief of Police and required superior organization
and attention to detail. By working hand in hand with other members of the Department
and the Bedford Police Department’s CALEA consultant, Accreditation Manager Pliakos
made significant progress toward the Department’s goal of achieving national
accreditation in 2022. Accreditation Manager Pliakos’ efforts to promote and achieve the
Department’s goal of national accreditation, which required many hours of policy and
procedure development, editing and publication evinced the highest qualities of
professionalism, dedication to duty, public service and commitment to the Town of
Bedford and the Bedford Police Department.
Financial Management: The overarching administrative goal is to provide the highest
quality public safety service and protection for each appropriated tax dollar while
successfully completing our mission each day; 24/7/365. To achieve this goal requires
linkage between strategic operational planning and fiscal controls/planning/budgeting. In
a highly volatile environment of unpredictability, which is the arena where law
enforcement exits, the Department met its fiscal requirements within its allotted
appropriations. During 2020, the Department achieved its mission, goals and objectives
within the framework of its approved 2020 appropriation with intense focus on ensuring
every tax dollar expended was used to satisfy necessities required to achieve the mission
of the Department and in service to the public. The Department installed a new recording
solution for Police/Fire communications saving several thousands of dollars. As a result
of our financial management efforts the Department returned more than $100,000 of
2020 appropriated funds back to the Town.
Facilities Management: The heart and soul of a community is embodied in and reflected
by the services provided to its residents and visitors as well as the facilities from which,
those services are provided. The facility itself communicates to the residents as much as
the employees who protect and serve in them.
A police station is the outward manifestation of the community’s commitment to public
safety as well as the outward projection of the police department’s philosophy and vision.
The building transcends the simple “brick and mortar” elements that encapsulates offices
and rooms; it communicates the spirit of the community and the department’s orientation
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toward its mission. Moreover, it communicates to the employees who “live” in the
station inasmuch as it communicates the community’s commitment to the employees,
their mission and safety.
To those in law enforcement the police station, often referred to as “the house” is where
many of us spend most of our working careers. It is the central “hub” that provides not
only the necessities to fulfill the department’s mission, it becomes the focal point for
professional relationships as well as the location for bonding with colleagues; finding a
moment’s respite from a difficult call or case or an inviting and comfortable place to
engage with our residents or offer them moments of respite in the midst of personal
tragedy or crisis. Unlike other municipal services with the notable exception of the Fire
Department, the Police Station is a 24/7/365 operation all day, all night, every day and
night all year long; rain or shine, it’s the beacon of safety for the community.
A police station that fulfills the community’s needs as well as the needs of the employees
who work there is much more than brick, mortar, stone and steel; it must project the
professionalism, openness, comforting, caring and devotion to public safety and public
service of the agency. The facility must meet the community’s needs as much as the
department’s and employee’s needs.
The keystone element that underpins the philosophy, mission and vision of the Bedford
Police Department is community policing and community engagement. As we know, our
current facility does not project the spirt of the community or the Department and fails to
meet community needs beyond the “brick and mortar” meeting space it provides. It is
neither inviting nor does it offer the comfort and inviting nature of the community and
agency. It is not equipped to provide the comfort and amenities required for our citizens
and especially our victims and their families and loved ones. It fails to provide the basic
necessities to function efficiently and effectively and we are unable to comply with
several Federal, state, and national accreditation standards. We are unable to offer
private and comfortable meeting space to address citizen’s in need and crisis nor can it
offer the amenities necessary for our employees to be as efficient and effective as they
could or enjoy a pleasurable work environment and experience.
The Department’s 2020 facilities management study and review (on file at the Police
Department) provides both data as well as a visual depiction of the current station, but as
the reader absorbs the data and images, keep in mind the need for our station to
“communicate” with the residents, our victims and their loved ones and our employees.
This Department’s study only provides an overview of the background, findings and
deficiencies that underscore the critical need to move the Bedford Police Department into
a facility that meets community and agency needs while correcting both operational and
functional deficiencies that compromise the delivery of efficient and effective police and
public safety services in the Town of Bedford.
Current Facility Background: The current police station at 55 Constitution Drive was
originally designed as general office space for an insurance company until it was
purchased by the Town in 1994 and retrofitted to accommodate public safety services. In
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1994, the Department staffing was approximately one-half of our current authorized
sworn member staff of 40 and total staffing of 55 employees. In 1994, the population of
Bedford was approximately 12,500 or about one-half of our current population. The
space occupied by the Department in 1994 at 55 Constitution Drive was barely adequate
in 1994 at approximately 8,000 square feet (sq. ft.). In other words, the Department
moved into its current space in 1994 at or very near capacity with no provision for
expansion. Through successive “re-fits” and changes necessitated by the growth of the
Department, which expanded to meet the increased public safety needs of a growing
suburban community, the current facility, never designed or built as a police station,
quickly became inadequate. Over the intervening decades inadequacy led to critical
operational and functional deficiencies that fail to meet both community and Department
needs.
It is important to recognize and memorialize the fact that 55 Constitution Drive barely
met the Department’s needs in 1994 when the building was modified to operate and
accommodate law enforcement functions. The building at 55 Constitution was never
designed to serve law enforcement functions and the resultant modifications to
accommodate law enforcement and the Department were undertaken without
aforethought for growth or consistent with law enforcement facility planning best
practices.
Over the intervening 26-years since initial occupancy, the Department more than doubled
in size and despite several modifications, many completed by Department staff
themselves, ultimately failed to correct or even mitigate several major structural design
flaws that would, if undertaken, necessitate extensive modification and be cost
ineffective. During that same timeframe, several inspections, and studies, some
completed by architectural firms, all determined the Police Department was operating in
approximately one-half the space necessary. The most recent study found the
Department occupies 8,942 sq. ft. of interior space; however, a MINIMUM, 16,592 sq. ft.
of interior space is required to accommodate a law enforcement agency our size. This
equates to a deficit of 7,650 sq. ft. The architectural firm that developed the interior
space requirement of 16,592 sq. ft. based their finding on industry accepted average space
utilization standards for law enforcement agencies.
The record is clear based upon recognized industry standards that our Department is
shoe-horned into space one-half the size required to operate at current strength. The
strategic errors made during the initial conversion of general office space into a law
enforcement facility cannot be corrected without massive and expensive redesign and
rebuilding, which is predicated upon the elimination of all other Town departments from
the site. Remaining at our present location continues to expose the Department to the
hazards and risk associated with co-location along Route 101 despite its central location.
The functional layout of the current facility has led to massive inefficiencies caused by
workflow disruptions that compromise the effectiveness of the Department. The integrity
and security of confidential administrative files is compromised. There are minimal
public amenities and virtually no employee amenities by modern standards and there is
no properly equipped and protected emergency operations center. Our ComCenter
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security and integrity is compromised and we don’t even have enough bathrooms and
locker space for all our employees. Whatever competitive edge we have in terms of
personnel and equipment is vastly diminished if not entirely offset by the facility we
occupy. We suffer increased cost, liability, risk and most importantly diminished public
and employee safety and satisfaction.
2020 Annual Report Summary:
During 2020, the Department handled 7,339 calls for service (CFS), a reduction of 1,014
calls, which equates to an average reduction of approximately 3 calls per day. [Note:
CFS are defined as requests for police service(s) from the public resulting in the
deployment of police resources.]
Officer initiated activity reflected a 24% increase (35,003 v. 43,529/+8,526) while
total incident report(s) (all activity whether a police response was required or not)
increased 17% (43,356 v. 50,868/+7,512) when compared to 2019. Our efforts in harm
reduction and to improve the quality of life through aggressive anti-crime and traffic
safety enforcement patrols that projects a visible and active law enforcement presence in
the community was evident in the increase in officer-initiated activity despite staffing and
training during 2020.
Total calls handled by the Police Department’s Communications Center
(Police/Fire/EMS) reflected a 15% increase (47,040 v. 54,161/+7,121), and our staff
averaged a remarkable 97% in their ability to dispatch priority-one (P1) calls for
service in three (3) minutes or less during 2020.
The extraordinary results in crime reduction and increased highway and traffic safety as
well as harm reduction achieved during 2020 despite the calamity of a worldwide
pandemic reflects the professionalism, dedication and service of our employees as well as
the superlative management and leadership of the Department who are committed to
making Bedford and keeping Bedford one of the safest communities in NH.
We are proud to serve our residents in keeping with our BPD tradition of:
Bravery Professionalism Dedication
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Category:
Calls for Service
Self-Initiated Calls
Total Incident Reports
Total Calls handled by CC

2019
YTD
8353
35003
43356
47040

Pct +/%+/-12.1394
24.35791
17.32632
15.13818

Crime Stats:
Arrests:
Adult
Juvenile

725
41

633
27

-92 -12.6897
-14 -34.1463

Assaults:
Simple
Domestic Calls
Sexual Assaults
Other Assault

65
104
18
5

21
100
9
4

-44 -67.6923
-4 -3.84615
-9
-50
-1
-20

3
6
1

0
5
1

-3
-100
-1 -16.6667
0
0

Thefts:
Willful concealment
Theft from a motor vehicle
Theft all other

76
23
124

41
39
98

-35 -46.0526
16 69.56522
-26 -20.9677

Misc. Crimes:
Criminal Mischief
Disorderly Conduct
Drug Violations
Fraud/Counterfeit
Harassment
Internet Crime
Sex Offender Registration
Robberies
Homicide

70
150
114
79
21
14
33
3
0

58
156
88
51
19
7
35
0
0

-12 -17.1429
6
4
-26 -22.807
-28 -35.443
-2 -9.52381
-7
-50
2 6.060606
-3
-100
0
0

Highway Safety:
Accidents
Fatal
Injury
Pedestrian

553
2
54
4

297
0
39
1

-256 -46.2929
-2
-100
-15 -27.7778
-3
-75

3290
6733
45
684
129

3601
5625
20
523
74

50
8
45
12
5
147

43
10
64
7
10
41

89
22
68
461
17
23
16
1049

96
20
75
392
20
17
17
934

7
-2
7
-69
3
-6
1
-115

7.865169
-9.09091
10.29412
-14.9675
17.64706
-26.087
6.25
-10.9628

448
82
449
191
48

298
129
575
202
69

-150
47
126
11
21

-33.4821
57.31707
28.06236
5.759162
43.75

1355

1108

-247 -18.2288

139
204
77
34

161
236
75
27

22 15.82734
32 15.68627
-2 -2.5974
-7 -20.5882

Burglaries:
Residential
Commercial
Attempted

Motor Vehicle Activity:
MV Summons Issued
MV Warnings Issued
Parking Tickets Issued
MV Complaints
DWI's
Community Policing:
Business
Senior Citizens
Juvenile
Neighborhood
Other
Safe School
Misc. Calls for Service:
Civil/Civil Stand-by
Death Investigation
Found Property
Highway Conditions
Juvenile Complaints
Littering Complaints
Lost Property
Suspicious Person/Vehicle
Assists:
Assist Rescue
Assist Fire
Assist Citizen
Assist Other PD
Assist Utilities
Alarms:
Animal Control:
Animal Complaints
Dog Complaints
Dog Summonses
Dog Warnings
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2020 Difference
YTD
+/7339
-1014
43529
8526
50868
7512
54161
7121

311
-1108
-25
-161
-55

9.452888
-16.4563
-55.5556
-23.538
-42.6357

-7
-14
2
25
19 42.22222
-5 -41.6667
5
100
-106 -72.1088

POLICE IN ACTION – 2020
2020 COMMUNITY POLICING
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2020 POLICE MEMORIAL WEEK CEREMONY

BEDFORD POLICE DIVERSITY
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NH ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE EXECUTIVE BOARD 2020

BEDFORD POLICE HONOR GUARD
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